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About the Symposium 
	 Welcome to our 2nd International Psycho-immunology & Psychobiology Research 
Symposium proceedings. This exciting writeup contains the abstracts and slide presentations 
of each speaker that were given over the course of the April 3-4, 2021 online symposium, 
hosted by The Institute for the Study of Peak States (ISPS), Hornby Island, BC, Canada.

	 The speakers are researchers and practitioners who share a passion for psycho-
immunology, psychobiology and health - all driven by enthusiasm and eagerness to move the 
practice and science behind these fields forward. 

	 This symposium is also a snapshot in time of the tremendous breakthroughs in the 
psycho-immunology field that started just two years ago at the Institute (ISPS). We all feel so 
very fortunate to be witnessing the birth of this new technology. One presentation gives a 
review of the Institute’s research breakthroughs, followed by talks from Institute research staff 
and therapists who are applying PI to specific diseases and health issues such as Type-1 
diabetes, Covid-19, smoking addiction, Kundalini, tension headache and Lyme Disease. 
Psychobiology is also covered with topics such as epigenetics of trauma, pain treatment, and 
treatment of Asperger’s Syndrome. These truly unprecedented talks are platforms to share the 
results and discoveries with our colleagues who, in the future, will hopefully be using these 
techniques with their own clients.

	 Finally, we have been very fortunate to have several exceptional speakers sharing their 
own approaches, experiences and results. This has led to a variety of inspiring talks covering 
Peak States therapy as Schematherapy intervention, Interoception: the science of how we feel, 
Peak brain performance, Peak performance and sports, Peak experiences and Peak States in 
modern life, as well as a more philosophical talk on paradox and catastrophe as milestones in 
research. 

	 Hope you‘ll have fun diving in!

	 ~ Kirsten Lykkegaard, DVM, PhD

	 Co-director of Research

	 Institute for the Study of Peak States

	 November 3, 2021   


About the Institute for the Study of Peak States (ISPS) 
	 Founded in the 1990s in British Columbia, Canada, the Institute, staffed by volunteers, 
is a world-wide research, teaching and treatment organization.  The core purpose of the 
Institute is to derive effective psychobiology and psycho-immunology models, in order to 
develop techniques to drastically improve mental and physical health in humans. 

	 We encourage researchers who share a passion for psycho-immunology to contact us 
to chat about this newly revitalized field. Our website www.PeakStates.com has a contact 
page, or feel free to phone us in Canada at 1-250-509-0514.


All talks were recorded and are free to view 
	 You can view any of the symposium talks and presentations for free on the Institute for 
the Study of Peak States’ YouTube channel (https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCM7yvgmx4gdssr5FihBiOwQ) or on FaceBook (https://www.facebook.com/
peakstatestherapy/).
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Schedule of Presentations 

Saturday, April 3 2021

Pacific Time Topic Presenter

8-8:10am Welcome and logistics Shayne McKenzie
CEO

8:10-8:30am Our journey to date – and beyond Shayne McKenzie, 
CEO

8:30-9:00am Epigenetics of trauma: how psychobiology is 
providing a new paradigm to trauma healing

Celine Guerin, PhD

9-9:30am Designing psycho-immunology treatments using 
trauma epigenetics

Grant McFetridge, PhD

9:30-10am Interoception: The science of how we feel Joy Nauman, ND

10-10:30am Study: using Peak States therapy as Schematherapy 
intervention

Daniel Zeiss, MD

10:30-11am The pathogen causing Kundalini symptoms Mary Pellicer, MD
Julien Roux

11-11:30am Dietary and holistic strategies to achieve peak brain 
performance

Prof. Brandt Cortright, 
PhD

11:30-12:00 Peak performance and sports Nicolai Hassing

12–12:30pm Treating pain using psychobiology Kirsten Lykkegaard, 
DVM PhD

12:30-1 am "A mother's journey through the research process for 
a potential autism treatment”

S. McKenzie 
interviewing Sonia 
Walcott

Sunday April 4, 2021

Pacific Time Topic Presenter

8-8:30am A psycho-immunology approach for tension headaches Shayne McKenzie, 
CEO

8:30-9am Easy ways to access peak experiences and peak 
states in modern life

Gilli Moorhawk, MA
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9-9:30am The subcellular psychobiology of type 1 diabetes and 
the implications for treatment

Mary Pellicer, MD

9:30-10am Developing a psycho-immunology treatment for 
Covid-19

Grant McFetridge, PhD

10-10:30am A psycho-immunology approach to smoking addiction Gaetan Klein
Julien Roux

10:30-11am Interview with a treated Asperger’s client Lorenza Menaghini w/ 
Ritte Ellyton

11-11:30am Lyme disease research and case studies Shayne McKenzie, 
CEO

11:30-12pm Paradox and catastrophe as milestones in research Michael St. John

12-1pm A presenters’ roundtable with public questions All
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“Our journey to date – and beyond” 
By Shayne McKenzie (Australia), CEO of the ISPS


	 April 3, 2021; 8:10am PST


Abstract:  
	 The core purpose for The Institute for the Study of Peak States is to find new ways to 
heal humanity.  This presentation will outline some of the key research breakthroughs in the 22 
year history of the Institute and the research goals for the future given our current psycho-
immunology framework.


About the speaker:  
	 Shayne McKenzie is the CEO, Clinic Director and 
Certified Trainer for the Institute for the Study of Peak States.  
He was trained by the Institute in 2008.  He has helped clients 
permanently eliminate issues such as Lyme disease, Aspergers 
Syndrome, depression, chronic pain, traumatic brain injury 
symptoms, relationship issues and emotional upsets, as well as 
helping many clients gain new states of consciousness, regain 
lost peak statesTM, or make brief peak experiences into 
permanent peak statesTM. His research interests include type 
1 diabetes, autism and the Beauty Way and Optimal 
Relationship peak states.

	 Website: https://www.peakstates.com/projects.html


Affiliation: 
	 Shayne McKenzie is the CEO of the Institute for the 
Study of Peak States.


https://www.peakstates.com/projects.html
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Our Journey to Date
- and Beyond

2nd psycho-immunology and psychobiology research symposium
April 3, 2021

Copyright © 2021 by Shayne McKenzie

ISPS is predominantly a research organisation - we also 
provide training, clinic treatments and therapy sessions

Clinic treatmentsResearch TherapistsTraining

• Volunteer 
researchers

• Science, 
medicine and 
psychology 
degrees

• Biology-based 
model

• Long-term 
commitment

• Highly 
experienced 
trainers

• Very effective 
therapists

• Certification

• Aspergers 
syndrome

• Lyme disease
• Obsessive 

compulsive 
disorder

• Traumatic 
brain injury

• Independent 
therapists

• Trauma therapy
• Peak states of 

consciousness
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We are a global organisation
• 36 staff
• 52 certified therapists
• 18 countries
• 11 languages

Copyright © 2021 by Shayne McKenzie

Dr Grant McFetridge

Our Founder and Director of Research
• Engineering degree from Stanford University
• Taught engineering at California State University 
• PhD in psychology
• Established the Institute in 1999
• Author of many books

Grant’s journey
• 15yo - how to help others?
• Beauty Way state until 29yo
• Journey began to discover how to get this peak 

state back
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Trauma therapy is the foundation of our work

Pre-natal injury 
origin of 

biographical trauma

Quick and stable 
trauma therapy

• Pre-natal trauma
• Generational trauma
• Body associations

The Basic Whole-
Hearted Healing 

Manual
Breakthrough Application Examples Published booksTime

~1990-1995

Copyright © 2021 by Shayne McKenzie

Developed Whole-Hearted Healing regression 
technique as a primary research process
▪ A series of traumas were 

connected based on the same 
symptoms (emotions and/or 
physical sensations)
▪ Regressing to originating trauma 

led to pre-natal events for 
biographical traumas
▪ Regressing to ancestor as the 

origin of generational traumas 
(epigenetics)
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Key developmental events explained how to regain 
peak states

Pre-natal injury 
origin of 

biographical trauma

Quick and stable 
trauma therapy

• Pre-natal trauma
• Generational trauma
• Body associations

The Basic Whole-
Hearted Healing 

Manual
Breakthrough Application Examples Published books

Key developmental 
events

Developmental 
psychobiology

• Inner Peace
• Silent Mind

Peak States of 
Consciousness 
Volumes 1 & 2

Time

~1990-1995

~1995-2004

Copyright © 2021 by Shayne McKenzie

Key developmental events meant that Peak StateTM 
processes were the same for everyone

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JkUBrVgmybk
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The discovery of the primary cell created a new field - 
Subcellular Psychobiology - a unifying biological model

Pre-natal injury 
origin of 

biographical trauma

Quick and stable 
trauma therapy

• Pre-natal trauma
• Generational trauma
• Body associations

The Basic Whole-
Hearted Healing 

Manual
Breakthrough Application Examples Published books

Key developmental 
events

Developmental 
psychobiology

• Inner Peace
• Silent Mind

Peak States of 
Consciousness 
Volumes 1 & 2

Primary cell Subcellular 
psychobiology

• Copies/ time loops
• Spiritual experiences
• Subcellular pathogens

Subcellular 
psychobiology 

diagnosis handbook

Time

~1990-1995

~1995-2004

~2001-2011

Copyright © 2021 by Shayne McKenzie

How does the subcellular psychobiology model work?
PAST

(developmental trauma)
PRESENT

(primary cell)

SYMPTOMS - Emotions and
physical sensations

(transpersonal biology)Sources: Peak States of Consciousness Volume 1, 
and Subcellular Psychobiology
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Fluid from pathogens and at developmental events has 
reinvigorated psycho-immunology

Pre-natal injury 
origin of 

biographical trauma

Quick and stable 
trauma therapy

• Pre-natal trauma
• Generational trauma
• Body associations

The Basic Whole-
Hearted Healing 

Manual
Breakthrough Application Examples Published books

Key developmental 
events

Developmental 
psychobiology

• Inner Peace
• Silent Mind

Peak States of 
Consciousness 
Volumes 1 & 2

Primary cell Subcellular 
psychobiology

• Copies/ time loops
• Spiritual experiences
• Subcellular pathogens

Subcellular 
psychobiology 

diagnosis handbook

Fluids Psycho-
immunology

• Lyme disease
• Obsessive compulsive 

disorder

Psycho-immunology 
design handbook
(in development)

Time

~1990-1995

~1995-2004

~2001-2011

~2017-present
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We are hopeful that our current psycho-immunology 
model will result in many new treatments

Current treatments Current research Future research

• Lyme disease
• Obsessive compulsive 

disorder

• Covid-19
• Type 1 diabetes
• Smoking addiction

• Multiple sclerosis
• Parkinson’s disease
• Alzheimer’s/ dementia
• many more
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We are training more of our therapists in psycho-
immunology design to help us achieve this goal

Copyright © 2021 by Shayne McKenzie

Social Media  

Websites  

• Research
• Training
• Clinic treatments
• Therapy

peakstatestherapy

shayne@peakstates.com 

www.peakstatestherapy.com 
www.peakstatesclinics.com 

www.subcellularpsychobiology.com 

www.peakstates.com

InstitutePeakStates



“Epigenetics of trauma: how psychobiology is providing a new paradigm to 
trauma healing” 

By Celine Guerin, PhD (France)

April 3, 2021; 8:30am PST


Abstract:  
	 In her talk, she is presenting the epigenetic mechanisms of trauma according to the 
actual biology understanding and how the model of psychobiology developed by ISPS is 
providing a new paradigm to trauma healing. This is an introduction of ISPS discoveries about 
the relationship between trauma and emotions; how biology and psychology are deeply 
connected. It's not only that emotions can influence our biology but more about how 
consciousness can change our emotions by unblocking metabolic pathways in our cells. It will 
give you a new vision of PTSD origins and what makes a person more or less resilient. More 
largely, it will give you an idea about the reason why you feel the way you feel and how our 
technics can make you feel better in a short time but for a long time.


About the speaker:  
	 French, PhD in Neurosciences and Peak State therapist 
trained 6 years ago. After her PhD, she worked in psychiatry 
and explored different alternative healing practices before 
discovering Peak States therapy. She is now receiving 
individual clients for Peak State therapy in Sophia Health 
Center in Lausanne, Switzerland, but also world-wide with 
online-Peak States therapy sessions. She specializes in stress 
management, burn-out, sexual abuses and self-esteem issues. 
She is part of Peak States research and training staff members, 
including for spiritual emergency. 

Website: https://www.conscience21.ch


Affiliation: 
	 Dr Guerin is a staff member at the Institute for the Study 
of Peak States.
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How psychobiology is providing a new paradigm to trauma healing

EPIGENETICS OF TRAUMA

Céline Guérin ± PhD in Neurosciences, Peak States ® therapist

What does make us suffer?

• Determinism or free will ? 

• Genetic vs epigenetic

• What we use to call junk DNA

Psychobiology proposes therapy to increase our inner
potential

• Physically

• Emotionnally

• Brain fonctionning

• Metabolic pathways

LIVING A FULFILLING LIFE

© Celine Guerin 2021
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LIFE STYLE INFLUENCES 
EPIGENETIC AND DISEASES

Depending of environement and life style (smoking, sport, nutrition, pollution, stress…), twins will present
differences in behaviors and diseases that can affect them, related to specific epigenetic patterns

Study of homozygotes twins

Fraga et al. 2005 © Celine Guerin 2021

3 TYPES OF EPIGENETIC MODIFICATIONS

• DNA Methylations

• Histone modifications
methylation, 

phosphorylation, 
acetylation, 

ubiquitylation, 
sumoylation

• Non-codants RNA-based
regulatory mechanisms

Chemical modification that induces a stable, heritable and reversible change in gene expression 
WITHOUT changing the DNA sequence.

© Celine Guerin 2021
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EPIGENETIC MARKS RELATED TO BEHAVIORS
In humans, anxiety is the most common psychological disorder - 1/5 persons will be affected once in their life
± Cost 45 billions $ every year in US

Exploration Anxiety

Selection of lineages
With same genetic background

Animal models for anxiety

Repeted separations
from the momNo additional stress

Liu et al. 1997, Francis et Meaney 1999; Champagne et Meaney 2001

© Celine Guerin 2021

MATERNAL CARE INFLUENCE EPIGENETICS
AND ACQUIRED BEHAVIORS

Epigenetic marks related to the resistance to stress !
They are acquired, at the same time as a behavior is learned

Mediated by maternal care
Transmitted to the next generation !

Losing methylation marks
Learning a new behavior (licking/grooming)

New methylation marks
Higher stress response

Lost the «pre-programed» behavior of licking/grooming

Cross-fostering between licking/grooming mom and neglecting mom

D. Francis et al. 1999
© Celine Guerin 2021
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TRAUMA ARE INVOLVED IN STRESS RESPONSE

• Trauma is an emotional response to a terrible event when one is confronted to death
or risk of death for oneself or another person (accident, rape, natural disaster, war,
terrorist attack«)

• Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) Longer term reactions include
unpredictable emotions, flashbacks, strained relationships and even physical
symptoms like headaches or nausea

• No acceptance
• Adverse Childhood Experiences (mistreatment,

violence, abuse, neglect«) are increasing risks to
developing PTSD and other mental disorders
(depression, anxiety, addictions«)

• Why some people will develop PTSD and some
are more resilient?

© Celine Guerin 2021

TRAUMA ALSO AFFECTS EPIGENETICS
• Increase in severity of the abuse in childhood results in an increase of number of methylations 

(Perroud et al. 2011)

• Methylations - related to childhood trauma - are correlated to PTSD, depression and borderline 
disorder in adults (Perroud et al. 2016)

• Increasing of stress related problems in child’s whose mothers were pregnant and close to the 
World Tarde Center during 9:11 events (Rachel Yehuda et al. 2005).

• Children of holocaust survivors present more risks to develop PTSD, anxiety and other mood 
disorders (R. Yehuda et al. 1998; R. Yehuda et Lehrner 2018)

• Famine in China caused increasing of diabetes type 2 in population (Zimmet et al. 2018). 
Children whose mothers were pregnant during famine in the Netherlands shows specific 
epigenetic patterns (Heijmans et al. 2008). 

Trauma during pregnancy and early childhood (stress, violence or starvation) 
Æ affect epigenetic pattern 
Æ are related to physical problems or psychiatric disorders
Æ affect the next generation

© Celine Guerin 2021
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BIOGRAPHICAL TRAUMA

Maternal grandmother

pre-birth

Paternal grandmother

conception

birth
Maternal grandmother

pre-birth

Paternal grandmother

conception

birth

Maternal grandmotherMaternal grandmother

pre-birth

Paternal grandmother

conception

birth

Maternal grandmother

Maternal grandmother

© Celine Guerin 2021

Maternal grandmother

Paternal grandmother

conception

birth

Maternal grandmother

BIOGRAPHICAL TRAUMA

pre-birth

© Celine Guerin 2021
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Maternal grandmother

pre-birth

Paternal grandmother

conception

birth

Maternal grandmother

BIOGRAPHICAL TRAUMA

1 trauma string = same emotion, same physical symptoms
© Celine Guerin 2021

Maternal grandmother

Paternal grandmother

conception

birth

Maternal grandmother

BIOGRAPHICAL TRAUMA

© Celine Guerin 2021

1 trauma string = same emotion, same physical symptoms
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PAST REGRESSION TO HEAL THE FIRST TRAUMA

First trauma moment Frozen Moment /OB
Repetitive emotions 
related to past events 

SUDs: Subjective Units of Distress ScaleLinked with a damage in the histone
One-point tapping untill feeling calm, Peace and Light

The body needs a 
specific protein

The mRNA is
stucked due to 
histone damage

PTSD are extreme cases of biographical trauma

TRAUMA MOMENT
EMOTIONS AND 

MEMORY

© Celine Guerin 2021

TRAUMA ARE STORED IN RNA ITSELF !

Experience in snails

Trauma are not stored only in the synapses in the brain but in RNA itself!
This research provides new clues in the search for the physical basis of memory 
and tends to confirm our psychobiological model of mRNA-trauma string

Non sensitezed snails
will develop the same
stress response after
the RNA injection 

Neurons in culture show 
more excitability after
RNA exposition

A. Bédécarratset al., 2018) © Celine Guerin 2021
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RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES TO PROVE THAT
THERAPY REPAIRS EPIGENETIC DAMAGE

Measure of epigenetic marks before and 
after biographical trauma treatments
(using of microchips to study all epigenetic marks)

Patients

• Women in Kosovo who were pregnant during the 
war

• PTSD patients (after terrorist attack in Bataclan 
for example)

© Celine Guerin 2021

NEW PARADIGM
FOR PSYCHIATRY AND MEDICINE

• This was about biographical traumas

• Generational traumas
• Body association traumas
• Many other subcellular cases

• Applications of subcellular psychobiology
• Psychoimmunology

© Celine Guerin 2021
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CONCLUSION

• Emotions are based on conscious and 
unconscious trauma

• It’s not just about war, terrorism and abuse…

• This concerns EVERYBODY !

• Psychobiology is giving us fast and efficient 
technics to heal trauma

• We all have the possibility to have a better life, 
with more peace, joy, love and success !

© Celine Guerin 2021

What is not brought to consciousness, comes to us as fate 
- CG Jung -

Céline Guérin
www.conscience21.ch
dr.guerin@conscience21.ch

© Celine Guerin 2021



“Designing psycho-immunology treatments using trauma epigenetics” 
By Grant McFetridge, PhD (Canada)


April 3, 2021; 9am PST


Abstract:  
Currently, one of the biggest problems in the field of psycho-immunology is in moving theory 
into practical applications. In this talk, we’ll describe a fundamentally new way to view the 
infection process, which allows the development of entirely new techniques to treat infection 
and immunization. This approach uses trauma techniques to find and release epigenetically 
inhibited genes that affect immunity to individual pathogens.


About the speaker:  
Grant McFetridge originally worked in electrical engineering 
R&D as a consultant and adjunct faculty in California. He then 
earned a PhD in psychology to look at why people get sick 
applying his engineer mind set. In 1998 he founded the 
Institute for the Study of Peak States, where he still co-directs 
the research. He is the author of Subcellular Psychobiology 
Diagnosis Handbook, Silence the Voices, Peak States of 
Consciousness volumes 1 & 2, and The Whole-Hearted Healing 
Manual. 

Website: www.PeakStates.com


Affiliations: 
	 Grant is the co-director of research at the Institute for the 
Study of Peak States.
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Designing psycho-immunology treatments 
using trauma epigenetics

By Dr. Grant McFetridge

Co-Director of Research


Institute for the Study of Peak States

The 2nd International Psycho-immunology & 
Psychobiology Research Symposium 
April 2021, Hornby Island BC Canada

Rev1
 ©  2021 by Shayne McKenzie1

 ©  2021 by Shayne McKenzie

• Due to safety concerns, do not experiment on yourselves or others with any of 
the material in these presentations. The material presented is for 
educational purposes only. Thus, we’ve omitted specifics from these 
presentations to minimize potential misuse. 


• To put this safety problem in perspective, remember that you change the 
interior of your cells with psychobiology techniques. Training is required for 
safety - in the same way training is required before working on car engines.  


• For specifics on the risks of research in trauma therapies, psychobiology, and 
psycho-immunology, we refer you to Peak States of Consciousness volume 2 
(2008), and to the Subcellular Psychobiology Diagnosis Handbook (2014).

Safety and liability

2
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A little about psycho-immunology 
(PI)

“Just what the heck is it?”

4
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• In the early 1970s, an explosion of techniques to treat illness or improve health arose out of the 
humanistic psychology movement. Their underlying premise was that it was possible to influence or cure 
physical disease by using psychological, spiritual, or physical techniques. Contributors to this movement 
included early biofeedback work by Dr. Elmer and Alyce Green, and the meditation and relaxation studies 
of Dr. Herb Benson.


• These treatment approaches started being called ‘mind-body medicine’. They encompass a wide range of 
techniques, including biofeedback, relaxation training, autogenic training, psychosynthesis, meditation, 
guided imagery, spiritual healing, prayer, Logotherapy, Gestalt therapy, hypnosis, yoga, and many other 
short-term psychotherapeutic interventions. Other approaches that were more physical in nature, such as 
diet, body manipulation (chiropractic, acupuncture), or massage, were often combined with other more 
psychological interventions. 


• As time passed, and inroads were made into conventional medicine, many of these non-drug approaches 
became labelled ’alternative medicine’, ‘integrative medicine’, ’functional medicine’, or ‘complementary 
medicine’. Today, it is not unusual to see a chiropractor or get acupuncture, for example.

Non-drug techniques for disease 
Mind-body medicine

5
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The placebo effect
• This phenomenon that someone can actually, really heal from a disease when given only sugar 

pills exists. Now, some diseases don’t respond at all to a placebo (for example, diabetes type 
1), while other diseases respond easily to a placebo (for example, certain kinds of pain at 
around 80%). On average, the placebo response is about 30% of the time.


• Drug companies work hard to make drugs that work better than simple sugar pills. 
Surprisingly, many drugs under development are barely more effective than the placebo, and 
fail approval.


• The placebo phenomenon is not understood at all, and oddly enough in conventional medicine 
(and with laypeople) it is usually ignored or falsely treated as if the cure was ‘only in their 
heads’. This is untrue, and reflects both ignorance and prejudice.


• Example: Mary Pellicer MD was in medical school, and in a lecture about placebo operations 
on angina pectoris to stop pain. That was the only time she heard the word mentioned in 
lecture, and her professors and classmates showed no interest in this amazing phenomena.

6
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• Simply, the idea of psycho-immunology is that our thoughts, emotions and 
feelings effect our immune system; and that our immune system can also effect 
our thoughts, emotions, and feelings. The implication is that it should be possible 
to use psychological or kinesthetic techniques to make a person immune to a 
targeted pathogen.


• Because the mainstream medical and academic belief was that the immune 
system and consciousness were separate, they ignored mind-body medicine - 
and the existence of the placebo effect - for many decades. This might have 
continued except that the field of ‘psychoneuroimmunology’ made 
breakthroughs that showed there was a biological connection between the mind 
and the immune system; and more significantly, patients drove the acceptance of 
mind-body medicine by using and paying for it. 

Psycho-immunology defined

7
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• The term ‘psycho-immunology’ was first coined in 1962 by George Solomon of the University 
of California in a landmark paper, “Emotions, immunity, and disease: a speculative theoretical 
integration”. 


• In 1975, Robert Adler and Nicholas Cohen demonstrated they could negatively condition 
rabbits’ immune systems with saccharin paired to an immunosuppressive drug. They found this 
connection also worked backwards, as they could lengthen the life of mice with lupus, again 
using saccharin. Ader, Cohen & Felten wrote the first book in this field, 
Psychoneuroimmunology in 1981. 


• In 1985, Candice Pert found the neuropeptide-specific receptors for endorphins in both the 
brain and the immune system. This was a key discovery, as it showed the first major biological 
link between the mind and body. 


• In 1993, the Psychoneuroimmunology Research Society (PNIRS) was founded in the US.

The timeline of psycho-immunology (PI)

8
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• In the 1990s-early 2000s, the field of PNI flourished. 

• By the 2000s, some mainstream doctors and academics started to believe that 

the mind could influence the immune system. At about the same time, they 
also started to pay some attention to various mind-body therapies.


• But because of a lack of progress in useful models and applications, interest in 
psycho-immunology research waned. By the 2010s, PI (or the spinoff names 
like PNI, PENI, PNEI) became nearly a dead field. Cutting-edge researchers 
had migrated to other biological approaches (stem cells, epigenetics, 
ribosomal vaccines, etc). 


• Sadly, psycho-immunology treatments are now relegated to looking at how 
stress effects overall health. The bright promise of this field had gone away.

My perspective: 
 by 2010 the psycho-immunology field had collapsed

9
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The Institute’s model of PI
We followed a different path - and got lucky!

10
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• The medical ‘victim’ model 
of disease (“The pathogens 
are out to get us!”)

The medical model of disease 
“Our castle is our immune system”

11
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The PI model of immunity is very different 
“We are not the victim, we want the disease!”

12

• The psycho-immunology 
‘self-sabotage’ model of 
disease (“We want the 
pathogens!”)
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If the ‘victim model’ is correct, 


• then to get rid of diseases and pathogens we would need to figure out ways to either strengthen our 
immune system, or make our immune response faster. And this approach is the one most used in 
medicine and mind-body approaches. For example, the PI field looks at stress as a general factor 
for immunity. 


But if a ‘self-sabotage model’ is correct, it has some very interesting implications!


• It means that our bodies are way more powerful than any of us ever imagined.


• It means that our bodies are way more stupid than we ever imagined.


• It means we can target a specific disease and get rid of it. 


• It would neatly explain the placebo effect.

Huh?

13
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To prove that the self-sabotage model is correct (or not), we would need to:


1. Figure out why we would self-sabotage.


Clearly, point 1 must involve subconscious needs or biological problems. (After all, some of 
these diseases will kill or damage us, so our drive to keep them is unlikely to be conscious! 
And all mammals have diseases too, so whatever the causes are, they have nothing to do 
with taxes or other issues in our lives.) So, how to make these needs conscious? And why 
would we have these needs anyway?


2. Eliminate the self-sabotage to see if a pathogen vanishes.


For point 2, by 2017 we had developed psychobiology tools, ones that could alter the 
interior of our cells. And we got them by figuring out why and how trauma (PTSD) worked…

To prove something, you need theory and 
technique!

14
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To answer that question is going to take a little background…

So why would we be so stupid as to want a 
pathogen??

15
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It turns out that you need trauma healing to do psycho-immunology. To understand this, we need to look at subcellular and 
developmental biology:


Primary cell: One of our key breakthroughs was in the discovery of the ‘primary cell’. Formed during compaction at the forth 
cell division after conception, it is a totipotent stem cell. This cell remains in our body and contains ‘us’ - both our conscious 
and subconscious awarenesses.


Trauma: This is important, because it was key in solving the mystery of why trauma exists. It turns out that trauma is formed 
inside the primary cell (and not in the brain) when events cause our cells to want certain proteins - ones that are unavailable due 
to inhibited gene expression. Psychologically, trauma is a stuck experience in time - and biologically, it is a stuck gene in space.


Epigenetic damage: It turns out that these genes are stuck due to epigenetic damage - damage in their associated histone 
proteins. Effective healing techniques work by freeing up these ‘stuck’ genes, making their associated proteins available to the 
cell. 


Different trauma types: It turns out that there are several types of traumas, involving different gene groups in the nucleus. We 
refer to them as generational, biographical, and associational traumas.


With good trauma-healing tools, and insight in to how to select the right traumas, you can repair specific damaged biological 
systems inside the cell.

The epigenetic damage - trauma connection

16
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A psychological trauma 
experience corresponds 
to a physical stuck mRNA 
string in the primary cell. 


This is not just a theory - 
in the last few years, 
experiments have 
demonstrated the RNA 
nature of trauma on 
small, simple organisms.

The subcellular biology of trauma

17
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• Now let’s look at this problem. You’ve got a trauma technique, but people have 
thousands of traumas. How are you going to heal the ones that matter?


• Our work on understanding and healing key developmental moments was critical to 
doing PI. Why? Because it turns out that these key moments in our growing biological 
complexity are also where we start to want to have pathogens. 


• Thus, we don’t have to search out random trauma moments in a person’s life to do PI. 
These key moments are the same for everyone. Whew!


• It turns out that we can use a combination of music, phrases, emotions, sensations, 
images, body postures, and other triggers to take people to a particular 
developmental moment. Some research is required to find these, but once done, 
anyone can use them to regress to these events.

Prenatal developmental biology 
Pointing the trauma tools at the right place… 

18
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• With some reflection, one can see that there is a logical inconsistency in our 
infection model. If vaccines don’t remove the underlying physical and 
emotional desire for a pathogen, how can they work?


• At this point, we don’t know the answer. What we suspect is happening is that 
different, independent biological systems conflict in the person, some who 
want the pathogen, some who don’t. And if we’re lucky, the ‘don’t’ part 
eventually wins.


• This question is on our lengthy ‘to do’ list.  :)

So, how do vaccines work?

19
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• By 2010, we had consistent success eliminating the fungal disease that causes 
schizophrenic voices. We routinely regressed people to a specific, very early 
moment in the development of the sperm and egg, healed whatever trauma we 
found there, and poof, the fungus (and all its symptoms) would be gone.


• At this point in our work, we’d developed good biological models, and ways to 
change the subcellular biology of cells using trauma healing.


• We’d also figured out how to target specific biological systems using regression 
to key moments in prenatal development. 


• We’d tested these tools with a variety of diseases, but our success rate for 
eliminating pathogens was very poor - and we didn’t know why. 

This gets us up to about 2010…

20
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Cracking the PI problem
Now comes the detective story…

21
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• We are all used to very academic presentations, but for this talk, I’m going to give you the key, puzzling observations in 
the same chronology as they happened.


• When thinking about these stories (data points), see if you can come up with explanations for them. Or how to 
extrapolate them into a PI method. 


• One of the hardest things to understand for laypeople and many researchers is why research, especially breakthrough 
research, is so hard. Folks are used to being told the answers, and so they get the false impression that it must have 
been easy. This is not the case! The world is filled with ‘noise’ - there are thousands of data points that fill our 
awareness. Unfortunately, the very few that matter don’t come with tiny signs saying ‘I’m really important!” 


• The other big piece that people don’t understand is that breakthrough research is not ‘linear’. You can’t just decide to 
do something and schedule it, like making bread. Instead, you have to make models, use your intuition, work on other 
projects, and hope that you’ll see - and recognize - something that will move the project forward. This is really, really 
slow…


• In the stories that I’ll be covering next, I’ve already filtered out the thousands of data points that didn’t matter. Even so, 
without the appropriate background, this may not help. But have fun!

Let me tell this as a detective story…

22
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• In the winter of 2016/17, I was updating our websites. They were really outdated, 
without encryption, and without responsive design making them unsuitable for iPhones 
or iPads. As I was working on reorganizing and rewriting some of our material, it 
became clear to me that what I was really doing was starting to focus on the psycho-
immunology problem. The work on the websites was just an unconscious byproduct of 
my new focus. 


• So, in 2017 we started working seriously on the general psycho-immunology problem. 
Even with all our existing models and knowledge, it turned out that a whole new batch 
of breakthroughs had to be made.


(You don’t need to know any of this, I just thought it was cool how we unconsciously do 
things to move projects forward! And to give you a sense of the timing of our PI research.)

2017 - starting to work on PI…

23
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• Back in the summer of 2017, I met a guy who had had lyme disease. He’d taken a lot of antibiotics over a 
long period of time, but didn’t think he was fully cured. Fortunately, he was a natural at regression, with 
very clear perceptions. 


• He was able to see the moment he was bitten by a tick, and watch how a black liquid was emitted from 
the spirochetes. 


• He was able to regress on the feeling of that black liquid, and it took him to ovulation. Apparently there 
was some other organism - or some biological process - that was emitting the same or similar liquid. 


• Healing all the trauma at this moment in time eliminated his remaining symptoms in the present. 


The client believed he’d found a simple way to help people with Lyme disease - but I was pretty sure that 
there were factors that we did not understand, such as why some people are not helped by antibiotics, or 
why some are sicker than others. And when we tested this event with other people, we found some were 
not helped. Was it due to technique - that people couldn’t face the trauma at that event? Or was it 
something else? And why was this fluid important anyway?

A puzzling observation in PI 
Lyme disease, Oct 2016
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• My colleague John had a chronic fatigue client. John had the idea to see if Lyme 
disease might be causing the fatigue. He discussed the experimental nature of any 
trauma healing on this, and then he used various types of trauma healing on the ‘black 
liquid’ in the client. 


• The client’s fatigue vanished and never came back. 


• However, I was very suspicious of what had happened. We later found out that John’s 
treatment did not remove the spirochetes. More importantly, we discovered that there 
were several morphogenic forms of Lyme bacteria: the spirochete, a biofilm membrane 
like sac (that looks a lot like a caterpillar nest), and worm-like bacterias inside the sac. 
John’s treatment did not affect these various Lyme bacterial forms. 


So what happened? The symptoms were gone, so he did something - but what?

A puzzling observation in PI 
Chronic fatigue, fall 2017

25
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• My colleague Dr. Kirsten Lykkegaard worked with a client who had very painful 
shingles on her shoulder. This causes excruciating pain at the skin, making it 
very tough to wear clothing that touches it. 


• It turned out that there was an emotional tone in the area of the shingles. 
Healing a body association on that emotion eliminated it, and then another 
emotion appeared. She then healed another body association for that.


• Suddenly, the client said that the pain in her shingles had vanished! This was 
bloody amazing - and in only two traumas!


So, how did emotions and body associations relate to shingles?

A puzzling observation in PI 
Shingles, 2018
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• In the fall of 2019 I got a very fast growing cancer on my face. Although we did not realize it for a while, it 
turned out to be squamous cell carcinoma. I was unable to get surgery for a number of months, so we used 
the opportunity to investigate it.


• What we found was a real surprise. We tracked the origin of the disease to a skin mite. It got into the skin at 
a shaving cut, and released ameba along with digestive enzymes from its mouth parts. These ameba in turn 
carried a virus; another ameba species in the same mite carried prions. It was these virus and prions that 
were damaging the cells.


• The weird part was that from my body’s perspective, this huge lump was not there at all, but hollow like air!


• My colleague Lars Vestby finally came up with the answer a day before I had my surgery. He realized that the 
ameba was releasing a fluid that was similar to a fluid released by a newly implanting zygote. In essence, the 
ameba was tricking the body into believing that there was a fetus there, and so the immune system should 
leave it alone.


This was a breakthrough in our understanding of the significance of pathogens, pathogen fluids, and 
developmental events!

Our first PI breakthrough 
Squamous cell carcinoma
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• We were planning to start researching viral treatments in the fall of 2020 - then 
the coronavirus hit in the spring of 2020… so our priorities got changed. But we 
were not ready to make any sort of treatment, as we still had to figure out models 
and treatments!


• Fortunately, one of our staff physicians got covid early in the pandemic, and he 
became our test vehicle. We’ll be describing all the fascinating details - and 
discoveries we made tomorrow. But for today, we’ll just focus on the PI aspects.


• To make a long story short, we found that coronavirus was carried by an airborne 
ameba, and one passed by touch. We found that infected clients had three 
different fluids in their tissues: one for the airborne ameba, one for the touch 
ameba, and one from the coronavirus.

Planning to focus on PI later… 
Then coronavirus hit
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• As before, we found that we could eliminate these three fluids by using trauma 
healing. And we found out why.


• It turned out these pathogen fluids were very similar to fluids that are made 
and used at key moments in development! Thus, the pathogens are tricking 
the host into allowing the fluids to be present because they are similar to 
something that was once needed biologically. Once any trauma about those 
development fluids is healed, the body recognizes the ‘fake’ pathogen fluid 
and almost instantly removes it from the body. 


• And since these fluids are doing bad things to the body, like digesting it, 
eliminating the fluid also eliminates the corresponding symptoms.

More breakthroughs in PI 
Pathogen fluids are similar to developmental fluids

30
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• It also turns out that the negative emotional tones come from the pathogen’s 
toxic fluid. The fluid itself is perceived as having an intrinsic emotion!


• Unfortunately, you can get some or all symptom relief permanently by healing 
the fluid emotional tone - but it does not eliminate the pathogen. 


This understanding about fluids was a disappointment to us. It meant that this was 
an easy way to eliminate (some) symptoms, but might actually hide the pathogens 
presence. After all, a client might ask “If the symptoms are gone, aren’t I cured?”


In the case of covid, eliminating toxic fluid symptoms did not eliminate all the 
symptoms from the viral damage. Nor did it stop the virus from continuing to grow 
in the person’s body.

More breakthroughs in PI 
Pathogen fluids have an intrinsic emotional tone
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• Our model that the body wants pathogens was partly proved by our ability to nearly 
instantly get rid of toxic pathogen fluids (and their symptoms) once our body’s desire 
for them was eliminated. That desire was due to their similarity to real, necessary fluids 
we’d once needed in early development. Once the confusion between the two was 
cleared up, the body would instantly eliminate it. That speed and symptom change 
was amazing!


• This also explained why people had such a wide range of symptom severity. People 
who had little trauma in those ‘fluid micro developmental events’ didn’t want a fake 
pathogen fluid, or only wanted a bit of it - and so would have none or hardly any 
symptoms.


• But it was a real bummer of a day when we figured out that we’d only been eliminating 
toxic fluids from pathogens, and not the pathogens themselves. Now what??

Our PI approach was not working! 
Eliminating fluids was not what we wanted
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• We soon realized that pathogens were present for the same reason that toxic fluids were - the body 
was being tricked into thinking the pathogen’s outer physical membrane was like a fluid from early 
development. 


• With this insight, we were quickly able to test this membrane hypothesis. By finding a developmental 
event that had a fluid that had a similar sensation to the membrane, and healing trauma there, we were 
able to get rid of the pathogen. Again, once the body lost its unmet need for the original fluid (due to 
trauma during the original developmental event), the body would instantly eliminate the pathogen. It is 
like the body woke up suddenly saying “Yuck! What is this? How did I miss it? Get rid of it!”


• Healing the pathogen directly also eliminates the pathogen’s toxic fluid, saving the extra steps it 
would have taken to deal with them. This is nice because the symptoms vanish in step with the 
pathogen - the fluids don’t hang around in the body once the pathogen is gone.


• However, the simple trick of using an emotional tone did not work. (Although as of this writing we 
haven’t given up trying!)

A new PI breakthrough 
Pathogen membranes were the key
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• The mystery of why we couldn’t get reliable results by healing prenatal events where the 
client got infected was now clear. The desire for the pathogen’s membrane 
characteristics were coming from a completely different developmental event than the 
infection event. 


• The simple PI model presented here works very well on a number of pathogens we’ve 
tested it on. 


• However, our coronavirus treatment was more complex, but we’ll cover that in a later 
talk on Sunday.


• We haven’t covered how, exactly, we use trauma healing for these effects. This is partly 
deliberate as we don’t want the audience to try this on themselves. It is also because 
we are currently working to simplify the difficulty and amount of healing needed to get 
results. More to do!

Testing this new PI approach 
We immediately started to test it on a variety of pathogens
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• Just how fast is this approach? It typically takes about 1-2 hours to eliminate 
symptoms, but we require a couple more visits to ensure stability.


• All our work is done as ‘pay for results’, which means if the treatment did not 
work, there is no charge. 

How well does it work in practice? 
 We use ‘pay for results’ in all our work
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We’ve got two distinctly different potential safety issues with PI:


1. Standard trauma healing problems.


This should probably not come as a surprise, because trauma therapists recognize that clients 
can encounter problems healing simple PTSD. This includes problems with feeling emotions or 
body sensations; clients who cannot face the feelings that they uncover; and a host of other 
problems you can read about in trauma textbooks.


2. Problems from triggering prenatal developmental events.


For decades, we’ve known that there are potential safety issues when trying to heal key events 
in prenatal development. There is no fixed answer, as different events can have completely 
different issues - or none at all.


For safety, we test new processes in the same way that the drug companies test new drugs. 

The problem of safety 
Can anything go wrong with the PI approach?
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Example 1: In 2020, three of us were exploring a particular moment in ovulation. 
Although we did not realize it at the time, we’d stimulated this event because we did 
not notice all of the problems the event had. This in turn triggered an inherited 
pathogen that slowly started eating us alive from the inside. It took a while for us to 
figure out this was happening, and even longer to find out how to fix it.


Example 2: Years ago we discovered that some people who regresses to their 
umbilical cord cutting event at birth would trigger a lethal problem. They would calmly, 
quietly decide to kill themselves. This was because the trauma at that moment was all 
about the placenta needing to die - and this stuck emotion would override their rational 
mind, and they would feel that they had to die. 


For more examples, we refer you to Peak States of Consciousness, volume 2. 
Fortunately, problems, such as in these examples, are the exception and uncommon.

The problem of safety 
Some specific examples
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• A focus on safety and testing is vital to this approach. Unfortunately, people who are new to this field often get confused 
about safety issues, especially if they have been reading our research textbooks! Fortunately, this issue is simple to 
understand, as it is very similar to what drug companies face. There are three phases of drug development: research, 
testing, and sales in the drug store. Our process development is similar. Thus:


• Research: There are risks that research staff are exposed to that can be life-threatening. Many people who want to 
‘play around’ with this technology unconsciously assume it is like techniques that they already know. Unfortunately it is 
not. Working with the primary cell is like being able to open the hood of your car and put a wrench to it while it is 
running. it is possible to damage yourself by ‘meddling’ with your primary cell. The research phase can take several 
years to find a cause, find a solution, and then make it easy to use.


• Testing: The next step is to test a new process on ‘healthy’ volunteers. This has some risk, but gives a chance for the 
research team to look for any odd reactions in a larger sample size. After this, cautious testing on volunteer clients who 
have the target illness takes place. This phase can go relatively quickly, but sometimes a process has to be returned to 
the research phase due to either problems in effectiveness, difficulty in use, or abreactions in some clients. 


• Release to therapists: At this point, the process is deemed as safe as possible, given a relatively small sample size 
population. In most cases just the normal risks of therapy would apply. 

The problem of safety 
Safety testing 
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Psycho-immunology is a 
disruptive technology

and other cool reasons PI is important
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• Eliminate the fungal cause of schizophrenic voices.


• Eliminate OCD (it is caused by two different fungal infections).


• Eliminate Lyme disease.


• And many other disease applications that are in the research pipeline.

Some applications of psycho-immunology
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• A unifying model: They allow us to unify medicine, psychology, and spirituality under a unifying biological model, as 
well as answer age-old questions about the nature of consciousness, spirituality, health, and disease. This in turn 
allows undreamed of new applications. 


• Finds causes: Our models give us a new way to find the causes for many diseases that have never been understood. 
Once this is done, psycho-immunology approaches can be used, or standard medicine can look for drug or other 
treatments. It complements existing research lab efforts.


• Chronic illness: They provide a new way to handle many medical problems, especially long term chronic illnesses, 
without side effects from drugs or surgery. In some cases, it may be the only way to solve a particular disease. 
(Traumatic brain injury is a good example.)


• Cheap: Both research and treatments are cheap. In some cases, they are virtually free since the processes can be 
shown via a YouTube video - this would work for some percentage of the audience with no other intervention. This is 
ideal for third world or low income situations.


• Pandemics: With the loss of effectiveness of antibiotics and the increase in new diseases or pandemics, a simple fast 
and cheap new way to solve these problems is becoming essential to our wellbeing as a culture and as a species.

So, why are our discoveries important?
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PI is a disruptive technology
• 	Psycho-

immunology is a 
'disruptive 
technology' with 
huge financial 
implications


• It is not a ‘mature’ 
technology’: it still 
has technique and 
modeling lacks and 
problems. 

42
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• This is a new, disruptive technology. As with Tesla, it means that most existing organizations won’t want 
anything to do with it. It would require significant retraining across disciplines that are currently completely 
separate.


• A lot of basic research is still to be done. We’d love to do lab testing on these techniques.


• There is still decades of work before even a small number of all possible diseases could be addressed. Due 
to lack of resources at the moment, we’re only able to look at a handful of diseases.


• The current techniques won’t work for everyone. We currently expect about a 70% success rate with our 
current techniques when done with a trained therapist.


• The techniques we are developing need to evolve and become even simpler, and integrated with existing 
medical approaches.


• PI is not magic - a lot of skull sweat goes into this. There are many diseases of unknown etiology whole 
pathogenic causes are still unknown and have to be discovered before a PI approach could be made.

So, what’s the bad news?
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In summary…
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• Trauma techniques work by healing epigenetic damage. Trauma modalities can 
be used to repair subcellular damage.


• A ‘self-sabotage model’ of infection is fundamentally different than the 
conventional ‘victim model’ of infection.


• Researchers can find the reasons why the body wants a pathogen. Once that is 
determined, trauma therapists can use simple trauma healing to eliminate those 
reasons and get rid of the pathogen and all its symptoms - usually in less than 2 
hours.


• Potential safety issues exist, and require testing and understanding of key 
developmental moments in development.

Key points
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Textbooks from the Institute

We’ve published a number of teaching textbooks. They have been translated 
into French, Polish, Russian, with some in Spanish and Danish. (And we’re 
got more being written - ones on suicide, addiction, spiritual emergency, 
psycho-immunology, and breakthrough research).


2004 2004 2008 2012 2014 2017
46
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Time for questions…
You can also email me later at Grant@PeakStates.com  :) 
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“Interoception: the science of how we feel” 
By Joy Nauman, ND (USA)

April 3, 2021; 9:30am PST


Abstract:  
	 In this presentation, we will discuss the science of how we perceive sensations from 
inside the body related to internal organ function such as heartbeat, thirst, satiety, as well as 
the nervous system activity related to emotions. 


About the speaker:  
	 Dr. Joy Nauman is a naturopathic doctor, midwife and 
researcher practicing primary care medicine in Yakima, WA. 
She recently completed the ISPS therapist training and is 
working with Dr. Mary Pellicer on the Applied Research team at 
ISPS. 

Website: www.drjoynauman.com


Affiliates: 
	 Joy is a Principle Researcher at the Institute for the 
Study of Peak States.
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ISPS Symposium 2021 
Interocpetion: 
The Science of How We feel

Saturday April 3, 2021

Joy Nauman ND, MS, MEd

©2021 Joy Nauman, ND, MS, MEd

Background

u Naturopathic Doctor and Midwife with a private practice in Yakima, WA

u Specializing in pediatrics, women’s health, natural childbirth, complex functional 
GI complaints, and mind-body medicine

u Primary Investigator with ISPS Applied Research Team

u Post-Doctoral Affiliate Investigator with the Helfgott Research Institute in 
Portland, OR

u Part of National University of Natural Medicine

u Currently seeking NIH grant funding

u Primary research focus: investigating resiliency in children in order to 
mitigate the effects of Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) and chronic 
disease using mind-body therapies (ie ISPS work)

©2021 Joy Nauman, ND, MS, MEd
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Overview of the 
Nervous System
u Peripheral Nervous System

u Modulates the Autonomic 
Nervous System and Somatic 
Nervous System

u Central Nervous System

u Spinal cord and the brain

u Receives and interprets signals 
from the peripheral nervous 
system

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/biology/human-biology/neuron-nervous-system/a/overview-of-neuron-structure-and-function
©2021 Joy Nauman, ND, MS, MEd

http://carignananatandphys.weebly.com/nervous-system-overview.html

©2021 Joy Nauman, ND, MS, MEd
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The Vagus Nerve

u 10th Cranial Nerve

u Latin for “wandering”

u Primary nerve involved in the 
parasympathetic nervous 
system

u Conveys information between 
visceral organs and the brain

u Composed of primarily 
afferent fibers (information to 
the brain)

u Modulates homeostasis
Paciorek, A, Skora L. Vagus Nerve Stimulation as a Gateway to 
Interoception. Front. Psychol., 29 July 2020 
| https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2020.01659

https://www.morningsideacupuncturenyc.com
/blog/acupuncture-and-the-vagus-nerve

©2021 Joy Nauman, ND, MS, MEd

All the “-ceptions”
u The body depends on the nervous system to receive and interpret input from the environment

u Each signal is perceived as pleasant, unpleasant, or neutral

u Exteroception: 

u Taste

u Sound

u Smell

u Vision

u Touch

u Light touch and pressure

u Sharp or dull

u Hot or cold

u Proprioception: position of body in space

u Interoception: perceptions of sensations from inside the body

©2021 Joy Nauman, ND, MS, MEd
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Homeostasis and Allostasis

u Homeostasis: “Homeostasis is the ongoing maintenance and defense of vital 
physiological variables such as blood pressure and blood sugar”

u Purpose: maintain the energy usage of the body

u Homeostasis can be dysfunctional

u New research proposing allostasis as an additional aspect of homeostasis

u Allostasis: the ability for the individual to change accordingly in certain 
circumstances 

u How we are able to adapt to stressors

Ramsay D, Woods S. Clarifying the Roles of Homeostasis and Allostasis in Physiological Regulation. Psychol Rev. 2014 Apr; 121(2): 225–247. doi: 10.1037/a0035942

©2021 Joy Nauman, ND, MS, MEd

Interoception

u “Interoception is the perception of sensations from inside the body and 
includes the perception of physical sensations related to internal organ 
function such as heartbeat, respiration, satiety, as well as the autonomic 
nervous system activity related to emotions.”

u Through blood and neurological pathways (hormones, chemicals, etc)

u Involves the immune system, endocrine system, gut-brain-microbiota axis, etc.

u Interoception is hierarchical 

u Includes low-level visceral signals and their preconscious effects on cognitive 
processes to psychological dimensions and metacognitive awareness of internal 
bodily processes

u Includes why we drink water when we are thirsty as well as why we have “gut 
feelings”

u Our conscious mind is constantly trying to make sense of our emotions and 
sensations coming in

Price C, Hooven C. Interoceptive Awareness Skills for Emotion Regulation: Theory and Approach of Mindful Awareness in Body-Oriented 
Therapy (MABT). Front Psychol. 2018; 9: 798. doi: 10.3389/fpsyg.2018.00798

©2021 Joy Nauman, ND, MS, MEd
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Interoception in the Gut

u In the digestive tract, neuropod cells in the small 
intestinal walls connect with the sensory center of the 
Vagus nerve

u These pathways are integral in visceral signals and 
pathways, which regulate GI motility and inflammation

u Signals from visceral organs travel from the peripheral 
nervous system, through the limbic system, and then 
processed in the insular and cingulate cortices (an 
additional area specific to humans)

u Some hypothesize that most of epigenetic changes 
happen in the gut

u Influenced by gut microbiome

Miro-Blanch J, Yanes O. Epigenetic Regulation at the Interplay Between Gut Microbiota and Host Metabolism. Front. Genet., 05 July 2019. 
https://doi.org/10.3389/fgene.2019.00638

©2021 Joy Nauman, ND, MS, MEd

Interoceptive Predictive Processing (IPP)

u Interoceptive Predictive Processing: a psychological theory regarding how the 
brain makes sense of the body’s place in the world 

u The brain makes predictions based on interoceptive, exteroceptive, and 
proprioceptive signals in order to optimize homeostasis and energy usage 

u Errors in these predictions have been implicated in:

u anxiety and depression

u functional disorders in which symptoms do not have a medical explanation 
(fibromyalgia, chronic pain disorders, etc)

u In individuals with IBS, thinking about and paying attention to visceral input is 
increased, while interpreting visceral pain and emotional arousal are 
decreased

u Also explains increased anxiety and depression in IBS individuals

©2021 Joy Nauman, ND, MS, MEd
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ACEs/ELA and Interoception

u ACE = Adverse Childhood Events

u ELA = Early Life Adversity 

u Experiencing trauma in childhood can predispose an individual to chronic 
mental and physical illness in adulthood

u Chronic stress and trauma in childhood alters the stress response, leading to 
dysfunctional homeostasis

u Stress hormones secreted during a ”fight or flight” moment cause increased blood 
pressure, increased glucose release, retention of fat cells, etc.

u This then resets and upsets the autonomic nervous system, causing overactivation 
of the sympathetic nervous system

u Alters epigenetics

u Leading to hypertension, diabetes, obesity, etc. 

u This then leads to dysregulation in interoceptive predictive processing 

Schaan V, et al. Childhood Trauma Affects Stress-Related Interoceptive Accuracy Front Psychiatry. 2019; 10: 750. doi: 10.3389/fpsyt.2019.00750

©2021 Joy Nauman, ND, MS, MEd

Khasala, S et al. Interoception and Mental Health: A Roadmap. Biological Psychiatry: Cognitive Neuroscience and Neuroimaging. 2018. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bpsc.2017.12.004

©2021 Joy Nauman, ND, MS, MEd
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Measuring Interoception

u Schandry’s Heartbeat Detection Task

u An individual’s ability to detect their own heartbeat

u Participants sit quietly and are asked to perceive their heartbeat while attached to 
ECG machine

u Multidimensional Assessment of Interoceptive Awareness (MAIA-2)

u Self report, 37 item questionnaire with 8 domains

u Noticing, not-distracting, not-worrying, attention regulation, emotional awareness, 
self-regulation, body listening, and trusting

©2021 Joy Nauman, ND, MS, MEd

Therapies to Improve Interoceptive 
Awareness

u Yoga

u Breathing exercises

u Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy

u Interoceptively focused Cognitive Behavioral Therapy 

u Vagal nerve stimulation

u Acupuncture

u ISPS

©2021 Joy Nauman, ND, MS, MEd
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"The most important thing is that your 
interoceptive awareness— which is 
your ability to feel, sense, and 
identify the different kinds of feelings 
that are really coming into your brain 
from your body—it can be improved. 
Your interoceptive awareness is key 
for everything. And the most 
important part is that it can be 
trained. It can be improved—
especially in children” 

“We’ve been taught that the cognitive 
mind is superior. We’ve been told that 
that’s what differentiates us and 
makes us a unique species, and that 
that’s how we can control our 
emotions, and so on. And that’s sad, 
because we are really emotional 
animals guided by this system and 
learning to perceive that better.”

-Brain Science Podcast with Ginger 
Campbell, MD episode #121 
(Originally aired 07/28/2015)

https://brainsciencepodcast.com/bsp/121-craig

©2021 Joy Nauman, ND, MS, MEd
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Contact Information

u Email contact@drjoynauman.com

u Website www.drjoynauman.com

u Phone 503-396-7856

u Office 509-469-2483

©2021 Joy Nauman, ND, MS, MEd
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“Study: Using Peak States Therapy as Schematherapy intervention” 
By Daniel Zeiss, MD (Germany)


April 3, 2021; 10am PST


Abstract:  
	 Presenting the design of a study to find a new set of interventions which can be used 
by Schema therapists to help their patients resolve their schemas quickly. Schema therapy 
offers excellent diagnostic tools and Peak States therapy allows to resolve trauma sustainably 
and without the pain of re-traumatisation. Schema therapy is a recently developed type of 
therapy combining elements of different psychotherapy modalities, and emotion-focused 
humanistic therapies - like Gestalt therapy. Peak States therapy is a trauma healing and 
psycho-immunologic diagnostic and treatment modality offering cutting edge interventions to 
sustainably resolve trauma. It also explores therapeutic approaches to somatic diseases.


About the speaker:  
	 Daniel started his career as a medical doctor with a 
specialization in occupational medicine, medical informatics, 
and nutrition. He has worked for 10 years in the international 
reinsurance and health-insurance business, managed global 
projects, and headed a department for health management. He 
now works as a medical doctor in a psychiatric hospital, 
personal development coach, health researcher, and speaker. 
He thrives on helping people resolving problems they may have 
been struggling with their whole life.

Website: www.danielzeiss.com


Affiliates: 
	 Dr. Zeiss is certified as a therapist by the Institute for the Study of Peak States, and 
works as a physician in a hospital setting.
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Proposed Study: 
Using Peak States Therapy as Schematherapy intervention

Copyright © 2021 by Dr. Daniel Zeiss - Transformationeer 2

Storytime

Agenda
Schematherapy

Schema model
Mode model

Peak States Therapy
The Study
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What is Schematherapy?

Schematherapy is a 

• Recently developed type of therapy, widely accepted my medical and 
psychological professionals

• Combining elements of cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT), 
psychoanalysis, psychodynamic therapy, attachment theory, and emotion-
focused humanistic therapies - like Gestalt therapy 

• Aiming to treat personality disorders and other mental health concerns 
that don’t always respond to other treatment options

• Particularly useful for treating borderline personality disorder

• Aims to identify dysfunctional relationship patterns
• Understand them as scars of past injuries
• Bring about active change.

• Also used in coaching

Copyright © 2021 by Dr. Daniel Zeiss - Transformationeer 4

Objective

Show that Peak States Therapy interventions in Schematherapy settings…

- Work sustainably

- Add value to the Schematherapy sessions

- Speed up the process

- Find new diagnostic tools

Show that Schematherapy theory…

- Enhances Peak States Diagnosing
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Schema model

Copyright © 2021 by Dr. Daniel Zeiss - Transformationeer 6

Universal core emotional needs
• Secure attachments to others (includes safety, stability, nurturance, and

acceptance) -> Attachment

• Autonomy, competence, and sense of identity -> Assertiveness and Control

• Realistic limits and self-control -> Self Control

• Freedom to express valid needs and emotions -> Self-esteem increase

• Spontaneity and play -> Joy
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Emotional temperament
• Unique and distinct “personality” or temperament from birth
• Some children are more irritable, some are more shy, some are more

aggressive. 
• Biological underpinnings of personality
• Largely inborn and relatively unchangeable through psychotherapy alone
• Interacts with painful childhood events in the formation of schemas

Labile Nonreactive
Dysthymic Optimistic

Anxious Calm
Obsessive Distractible

Passive Aggressive 
Irritable Cheerful

Shy Sociable

From: Young, Klasko, Weishaar: Schema Therapy – A Practitioniers‘s Guide

Copyright © 2021 by Dr. Daniel Zeiss - Transformationeer 8

What is a early maladaptive schema ?

• Broad, pervasive theme or pattern

• Developed during childhood or adolescence

• Comprised of memories, emotions, cognitions, and bodily sensations

• Regarding oneself and one’s relationships with others
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How does a schema develop?
• On the basis of an emotional temperament in childhood or adolescence

• One or more of the core emotional needs are not met

• Indirectly fulfilling the frustrated core emotional need
• Compensatorily fulfilling another core emotional need

• Because of this gain and neurobiologically trained "attractors“

=> Schemas are very resistant to change

Copyright © 2021 by Dr. Daniel Zeiss - Transformationeer 10

Example schema
• Laura (32) 

• As a child
• Depressive mother
• Abruptly packed a small suitcase
• Announced leaving the family forever

• Schema "abandonment/instability (being abandoned)“

• Core needs: autonomy and control, self-esteem enhancement
• Core need: avoidance of unwanted behavior
• Core need: attachment

Example from Christoph Fuhrhans, InsQtut für
Schematherapie Ostschweiz 
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Why do we define schemas?
• Goal to have label for the patient / client

• Understand the biographical origins of everyday challenges

• Enable to slowly resolve the schemas

Copyright © 2021 by Dr. Daniel Zeiss - Transformationeer 12

Schemas domain 1 (of 5)
Core Emotional Need Frustration of this

need
Domain Resulting Schema

Attachment Frustration of
attachment

Disconnection
and rejection

Abandonment
(instability) 

Mistrust-abuse

Emotional 
deprivation
Defectiveness-
shame
Social isolation
(alienation) 
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Schema coping
• Automated
• Subconscious
• Imperative
• Difficult to change through cognition alone

• General coping strategies
• Surrender
• Avoidance
• Overcompensation

• Schema of domain 4 & 5 are coping strategies to schemas of
domain 1 to 3

Copyright © 2021 by Dr. Daniel Zeiss - Transformationeer 14

Conditional versus unconditional schemas
Uncondi3onal schemas
Abandonment/Instability
Mistrust/Abuse
EmoDonal DeprivaDon 
DefecDveness
Social IsolaDon 
Dependence/Incompetence
Vulnerability to Harm or Illness
Enmeshment /Undeveloped Self
Failure
NegaDvity/Pessimism
PuniDveness
EnDtlement/Grandiosity
Insufficient Self-Control/Self-Discipline

Conditional schemas
Subjugation
Self-Sacrifice
Approval-Seeking / Recognition-Seeking
Emotional Inhibition 
Unrelenting Standards / Hypercriticalness

Conditional schemas to get relief from the unconditional schemas. 
Conditional schemas are “secondary.” From: Young, Klasko, Weishaar: Schema Therapy –

A Practitioniers‘s Guide
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Examples

Unrelenting Standards in response to Defectiveness. 
The individual believes, “If I can be perfect, then I will be worthy of love.” 

Subjugation in response to Abandonment. 
The individual believes, “If I do whatever the other person wants and never
get angry about it, then the person will stay with me.” 

Self-Sacrifice in response to Defectiveness. 
“If I meet all of this individual’s needs and ignore my own, then the individual 
will accept me despite my flaws, and I will not feel so unlovable.” 

From: Young, Klasko, Weishaar: Schema Therapy – A PracQQoniers‘s Guide

Copyright © 2021 by Dr. Daniel Zeiss - Transformationeer 16

Are all schemas dysfunctional?
• Everybody has developed certain schemas

• When coping mechanism of schemas stay the same from
childhood to adulthood.

• Adults have usually many more resources to work with the complex
requirements of the environment

• If schemas or coping mechanisms prevent a person to access these
resources then the schema becomes dysfunctional and pathology follows.

Similarity to Triune Brain 
developement from the

Peak States Model
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Mode model

Copyright © 2021 by Dr. Daniel Zeiss - Transformationeer 18

Mode model
• An affec@ve state 

• Original emo@on, the coping emo@on of a schema, several 
simultaneously ac@vated schemas are expressed

• Basis for the therapy

• Describes temporary func@onal states

• Very experience-oriented in contrast to the cogni@ve schema model
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Child
modes

Inner critic / critical 
parent modes

Maladaptive 
coping modes

Healthy adult 
mode

Mode model

Clinical symptoms

Surrender Avoidance Overcompensation

Frustrated 
core needs

Internalized 
representations 

of others

Cooperation 
(open)

Self-care 
(centered)

Self-expression 
(engaged)

Copyright © 2021 by Dr. Daniel Zeiss - Transformationeer 20

Mode model

Child Modes
Vulnerable child 
Angry child 
Enraged child 
Impulsive child 
Undisciplined child 
Happy child

Maladaptive Coping Modes
Compliant surrender
Detached protector
Detached self-soother
Self-aggrandizer
Bully and attack

Inner Critic Modes
Punitive critic
Demanding critic

Integrative Mode
Healthy adult

Ribosomal
voices?

Biographical / 
generational 

trauma?

See 
https://www.peakstates.com/trauma.html
https://www.peakstates.com/resources/talks/ISPS-slides-2019---Voices.pdf
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Schematherapy books

Official source for YSQ-3 
questionnaires: 
https://www.schematherapy.org/

Pictures from: 
Amazon.com

Copyright © 2021 by Dr. Daniel Zeiss - Transformationeer 22

Peak States 
Therapy
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What is Peak States Therapy?

• Original research efforts were centred around understanding the cause of 
spiritual, shamanic, and transpersonal experiences.

• Developing trauma healing technique that uses regression for this 
investigation. 

• Discovery of 'peak states' of consciousness.

• Locating the origin of trauma in prenatal and neonatal development.

From: Peakstates.com

Copyright © 2021 by Dr. Daniel Zeiss - Transformationeer 24

What is Peak States Therapy?

• Creating the understanding of the new field of subcellular psychobiology.

• Today: cross-discipline psycho-immunology approach promising to be fast, 
effective, simple, inexpensive, and without costly technology. 

• Exploring methods for both chronic and acute illnesses in many people.

• Discovering causes of diseases of unknown ethology.

From: Peakstates.com
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Peak States model
• Understanding the connection between consciousness and biology

• Understanding developmental events 
and their impact on the organisms 
functionality

Primary Cell Model

Developmental events
Pictures from: 
Peakstates.com

Copyright © 2021 by Dr. Daniel Zeiss - Transformationeer 26

Peak States books

Pictures from: 
Peakstates.com
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Proposed Study

Copyright © 2021 by Dr. Daniel Zeiss - Transformationeer 28

Schematherapy currently

Chair Work Imagery rescripAng

Schemas Modes

Model

Em
ot

io
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pe
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t

Schema
questionnaire

Mode 
Model 

Tools

Cogni8ve

Interventions

Behavioral Emotional -
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Peak States Therapy

Interven1on
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Body Associa>on Technique
Projec>ons
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Silent Mind Process
Inner Peace Process

“Georg’s- Technique” from 04/2020

Peak States Primary Cell Model

From: Peakstates.com
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What to expect when participating 
in the study?
• 2-3 questionnaires before start of treatment (before diagnosis)

• Randomized into group 1 or group 2

• Group 1: certain number of Peak States sessions

• Group 2: certain number of Schematherapy interventions

• We still need to determine what the appropriate number of sessions are 
and what the criteria for aborting are going to be.

• 2-3 questionnaires at the end of treatment (after diagnosis)
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Guenther-Wagner-Allee 13 App 265 
30177 Hannover 
Germany
+49 1579-2350426
+49 511-36054740
+49 511-36054744
mail@danielzeiss.com
www.danielzeiss.com

Do you want to participate and resolve 
non-functional schemas:
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About the presenter

Dr. Daniel Zeiss, MD 

Daniel started his career as a medical doctor with a specialisaAon in 
occupaAonal medicine, medical informaAcs, and nutriAon. He has 
worked for 10 years in the internaAonal reinsurance and health-
insurance business, managed global projects, and headed a department 
for health management. AHer exploring many other modaliAes 
searching for treatments that really work for his clients, he got himself 
cerAfied as a Peakstates therapist 5 years ago. He now works as a 
medical doctor in a psychiatric hospital, personal development coach, 
health researcher, and speaker. He thrives on helping people resolving 
problems they may have been struggling with their whole life.
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Description
Presenting the design of a study to find a new set of interventions which can be used by 
Schema therapists to help their patients resolve their schemas quickly. Schema therapy offers 
excellent diagnostic tools and Peak States therapy allows to resolve trauma sustainably and 
without the pain of re-traumatisation.

Schema therapy is a recently developed type of therapy combining elements of cognitive 
behavioural therapy (CBT), psychoanalysis, psychodynamic therapy, attachment theory, and 
emotion-focused humanistic therapies - like Gestalt therapy - aiming to treat personality 
disorders and other mental health concerns that don’t always respond to other treatment 
options. Schema here specifically refers to an early maladaptive pattern, defined as pervasive 
self-defeating or dysfunctional. Schemas are developed during childhood or adolescence and 
elaborated throughout one's lifetime. Schema therapy provides a broad range of diagnostic 
tools, like questionnaires and enlightening descriptions of 18 typical schemas employed by 
people.

Peak States therapy is a trauma healing and psycho-immunologic diagnostic and treatment 
modality offering cutting edge interventions to sustainably resolve trauma. It also explores 
therapeutic approaches to somatic diseases. Peak States therapy locates the origin of trauma 
in prenatal and neonatal development. Using this approach, a gentle, quick, and complete 
resolution of trauma is possible. Peak States therapy tools can be learned easily and do not 
require drugs, medication or any other form of physical intervention



“The pathogen causing Kundalini symptoms” 
By Mary Pellicer, MD (USA) and Julien Roux (Canada)


April 3, 2021; 10:30 am PST


Abstract:  
	 The term kundalini is a term used to refer to various phenomenon. In his book, 
Subcellular Psychobiology, Dr. Grant McFetridge writes about the kundalini phenomenon as 
one cause of spiritual emergency that is problematic for many people.  This presentation 
explores what we have learned about this phenomenon and a pathogen that appears to be 
related to many of the symptoms of what is sometimes called kundalini syndrome.


About the Speakers:  
	 Mary Pellicer, MD has a lifelong commitment to healing 
work. She is trained as a Family Practitioner and practiced 
conventional medicine in a migrant health clinic for years, so 
she understands the pros and cons of that model and enjoys 
working in partnership with medical providers to help patients 
achieve the best health outcomes possible. Dr. Mary is the 
Medical Director for Applied Research for the Institute for the 
Study of Peak States. She also works in the Institute training 
trauma therapists in the peak states model and is part of the 
ISPS research team. She is committed to bridging the gap 
between the conventional practice of medicine and the 
fascinating new discoveries being made in the Institute

	 Website: https://www.peakstatestherapy.com/
pellicer.php


	 Julien Roux is a certified trauma and Peak States 
therapist, researcher, and someone who has always been 
passionate about finding new ways to heal humanity and find 
solutions to people’s issues. He was trained by the Institute in 
2018. He has helped many clients eliminate issues in relation to 
self-image - self-esteem, emotional and psychological 
blockages, feeling stuck on their life/project, stress related 
issues and helped people get into a permanent Inner Peace 
peak state of consciousness and Silent Mind state. 
	 His research interests include Kundalini, smoking 
addiction, anxiety, HIV, blockage to fundamental changes, 
pushing the frontier of what we know and can achieve (about human consciousness and our 
own potential), the Minimal Sleep State and the Beauty Way peak state.

	 Website: http://www.libreetheureux.ca


Affiliations: 
	 Dr. Pellicer is the Medical for Applied Research at the Institute for the Study of Peak 
States.

	 Julien Roux is a staff member in applied research at the Institute for the Study of Peak 
States.


https://www.peakstatestherapy.com/pellicer.php
https://www.peakstatestherapy.com/pellicer.php
http://www.libreetheureux.ca
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The Pathogen Causing
Kundalini Symptoms

Mary Pellicer, MD
Medical Director of Applied Research

Julien Roux
Certified Peak States Therapist

Institute for the Study of Peak States
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Kundalini

------
The 

Experience 

-----
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Yogic Model

------
The rise of the 

kundalini

-----
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Lee Sannella, MD
Psychiatrist
Founded the Kundalini Clinic in 1974

His book
Kundalini-Psychosis or Transcendence
1st published in 1976

-----
Bentov/Sannella

Model

-----
Physio-kundalini

-----
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-----

Kundalini:

Symptoms

from

Sannella

-----

Do you hear sounds such as tone, music, hissing, roaring, thunder, 
drumming, or the sound of cymbals when no such sounds are produced 
outside your head?
Do the sounds seem to come from inside or outside your head?

Do you have visualizations or visual hallucinations?
Do you experience light inside your head or body, or see the environment 
as illuminated by other than normal means?
What color are the lights, how bright are they, and of how long duration?

Do you sense unusual heat or cold in your body or on your skin?
Does it move from place to place or stay in one area?
Is there any objective evidence of temperature change (can it be measured 
by a thermometer)? 
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-----

Kundalini:

Symptoms

From

Sannella

-----
From Sannella: Kundalini – Psychosis or Transcendence
Appendix E
Questions for Research Participants

Do you have sensations of tickling, tingling, vibrating, itching, crawling, 
pleasant or unpleasant, within the body or on the skin?
Do these move around in a patterned manner?
Are the movements bilaterally symmetrical?

Are there spontaneous involuntary positioning of the limbs, fingers, or 
body?
Are there jerky, smooth, sinuous, rhythmic, spasmodic, or violent, 
involuntary body movements?
Do you ever inadvertently cry out, grunt, yell or scream?
Do you ever stare into space for long periods of time or appear wild eyed?
Are there odd breathing patterns at times?
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-----

Kundalini:

What’s 
really going 

on?

-----

Classic Yogic model: 

A normally dormant energy, which when awakened begins a process 
of enlightenment

Bentov / Sannella model:

Physio-kundalini – a physiological cycle or process coexistent with 
experiences of kundalini and part of an evolution toward higher states 
of consciousness

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien Roux

-----

Kundalini:

What’s 
really going 

on?

-----

Classic Yogic model: 

A normally dormant energy, which when awakened begins a process 
of enlightenment

Bentov / Sannella model:

Physio-kundalini – a physiological cycle or process coexistent with 
experiences of kundalini and part of an evolution toward higher states 
of consciousness

Our proposed Psycho-immunology model:

A pathogen in the primary cell is responsible for many of the 
symptoms. 

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien Roux
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“ Once upon a time, 
right here on planet earth, 

there lived a young man 
seeking enlightenment…

”
Julien Roux

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien Roux

I was seeking spiritual advancement, enlightenment and to feel 
great. 

I had started going to a lot of personal development, shamanic, 
and spiritual workshops and was following a lot of spiritual 
teachers.

With all of these I was now feeling spiritually advanced, 
powerful and was having new extraordinary abilities.

I now had a soul family, friends, a group to belong to, who can 
relate to how I feel and that seek a similar goal than me: 
enlightenment, inner peace, be in control of my life.

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien Roux
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But all of this was just making me more egocentric, was feeding 
my need to be special, to feel powerful.

In reality it was making me avoid facing my own suffering, 
lack of self-esteem and repressed internal self-blame.

It was a way for me to cope with reality and how I was feeling 
internally.

I noticed that a lot of people in those workshops seemed to be
like me…in denial of how powerless I was feeling in my life –
so that’s why I was looking to feel powerful and in control.

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien Roux

On this journey I was trying a lot of new healing modalities such 
as kundalini activation.

In retrospect I now realize that me and probably most of 
those people were and still are triggered into kundalini 
symptoms without even realizing it.

Kundalini was seen as such a great thing, and THE way to be 
enlightened. 

“Great job you are now one of the chosen ones” 
that’s how I felt.

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien Roux
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-----

The ISPS

view on

kundalini

-----

From Chapter 10: Special Cases – Infrequent

• In this manual, we are referring to the original 
definition: a small area on the spine that radiates heat 
as it slowly moves up from the pelvic area, triggering 
traumatic feelings, spiritual experiences, and an 
inability to sleep.

• Grant’s conclusion: Although many people believe that 
kundalini is a mark of spiritual advancement, we have 
not seen any convincing evidence of this.

• The cause is simple: the body brain is blaming all the 
rest of the being for its own issues. 

• Eliminating kundalini is also simple: heal the body 
brain’s feelings of blame using trauma or projection 
techniques. 

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien Roux Illustration by Lorenza Meneghini (modified)

“And just when he thought all 
hope was lost, he met
Obi Wan McFetridge…

”
Julien Roux

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien Roux
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I did the trauma therapist training in 2018.

That’s when I realized how much I was in denial, being 
egocentric and how much internal suffering I had.

This training literally popped my bubble of delusional happiness, 
control, power and feeling special.  Ouch!

No one told me that, I had just realized it because this training 
was asking me to tune into myself all the time for 
30 days.

As part of this training, I healed some of the kundalini I had 
noticed. But I didn’t do it properly because I didn’t want to care.

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien Roux

After all of this and the training, I started to feel very bad for 
almost two years.

It’s only now that all the puzzle pieces are falling into place and 
that I realize the impact that kundalini had on my life.

I was feeling depressed, experiencing a lot of highs and lows, 
blaming myself all the time, blaming others, procrastinating 
on a lot of tasks including basic ones.

I was too often triggered into negative emotions and feeling 
overwhelmed, my body was never calm, and I was having 
a lot of mood swings.

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien Roux
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-----

Discovery 
of a 

pathogen 

-----

• Next breakthrough came about a year ago

• A case of unrelenting panic attacks in a French 
client – nothing worked for long

• During a consult with Grant & Kirsten, we 
discovered a pathogen secreting a toxin

• The emotional tone was blame

• Simple trauma healing on blame resolved 
client's symptoms

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien Roux

“ And when it seemed like 
nothing would ever change…

Mary asked me a key question.

”
Julien Roux

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien Roux
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“ And when it seemed like 
nothing would ever change…

Mary asked me a key question.

”
Julien Roux

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien Roux

After noticing I was still having kundalini symptoms, I started 
doing research on it.

And the more I was researching on it - the more 
I was realizing how I had been affected by it all along. 

Doing this research, developing a process for it, 
and testing it on me, was really interesting because 
I was able to track what was happening and how I was feeling
in real time.

It was not easy, because of the self-blame and procrastination 
I was experiencing but I made it through the end alive and 
feeling better than ever.

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien Roux
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-----

The 
Pathogen

is 
Located

-----

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien RouxIllustration by Julien Roux

“Sometimes being a research lab 
rat pays off big!

From Chaos to Inner Calm

”
Julien Roux

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien Roux
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Since I have healed the Kundalini pathogen, I feel really 
different.

All the self-blame I used to experience, that I always thought 
was a normal thing to experience, is now fully gone.

I’m not blaming people either anymore. I’m owning my actions 
and taking responsibility. 

I’m not triggered all the time. I have this underlying sense of 
happiness and optimism now and I don’t really procrastinate 
anymore.

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien Roux

Before I was always in a sort of chaos having highs and lows, 
that was making me so depressed. 

Being overwhelmed for no reason is now gone! 

I feel a sense of stability, of being me and a sense of inner peace, 
calm that before I was only able to experience temporarily.

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien Roux
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SYMPTOMS
(Rated with 0-10 SUDS)

Client A Client B Client C Client D
BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER

Do you have a hot spot in your spine? 8 0 10 2 8 0 5-7
(pain)

0-2
(pain)

Do you have sleep issues? 0 0 10 4 8 0 8 7-8

Do you experience overwhelming emotions 
or sensations? 8 0 10 3 10 0 7 2-3

Do you experience a lot of blame in your life?
Self blame? Blaming others? 8 0 10 1 10 0 9 0-1

Do you have sensations of tingling, vibrating, 
buzzing within your body or on your skin? 3 0 10 2 8 0 8-9 1

Do you have involuntary body movements, 
jerky, smooth, spasmodic or violent? 10 0 10 2 8 0 7-8 0

Do you inadvertently cry out, grunt, yell or 
scream? Yes No Yes 2 6 0 No No

Kundalini Symptoms in 4 Clients: Before & After Healing Blame

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien Roux

-----

Kundalini:

What’s 
really going 

on?

-----

Classic Yogic model: 
A normally dormant energy, which when awakened begins a process 
of enlightenment

Bentov / Sannella model:

Physio-kundalini – a physiological cycle or process coexistent with 
experiences of kundalini and part of an evolution toward higher states 
of consciousness

Our proposed Psycho-immunology model:

A pathogen in the primary cell is responsible for many of the 
symptoms. 

The process may get triggered by accessing trauma at a key 
developmental event, which when fully healed would unlock a peak 
state of consciousness.
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-----

Open
Research 

Questions

-----

• What is Kundalini energy from a peak state's perspective, is this 
part of a known peak state of consciousness?

• Are there other conditions where the Kundalini symptom complex 
is playing a role. For example:

• Is this part of the picture in a subset of fibromyalgia cases?

• Is this a contributing factor in hard to heal anxiety or panic 
attack symptoms?

• When the kundalini pathogens are completely eliminated, does 
that make it impossible for a person to experience blame?

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer & Julien Roux



“Dietary and Holistic Strategies to Achieve Peak Brain Performance” 
By Professor Brandt Cortright PhD (USA)


April 3, 2021; 11am PST


Abstract:  
	 No one escapes the neurotoxic assault on the brain that living in today's world entails. 
This brain weakening results in symptoms such as anxiety, depression, and cognitive decline, 
with many people only experiencing sub-clinical symptoms such as brain fog or less energy. A 
holistic approach to heal and strengthen the brain and self results in a level of vitality and 
cognitive enhancement that our ancestors could only dream of.


About the Speaker:  
	 Brant Cortright, Ph.D., is the author of the Amazon #1 
bestseller: Holistic Healing for Anxiety, Depression, and 
Cognitive Decline. He is professor emeritus with the California 
Institute of Integral Studies. Dr. Cortright is a licensed clinical 
psychologist with a private practice in San Francisco. He also 
has an online coaching and consultation practice focused on 
brain health, anxiety, and depression. He is the author of three 
previous books, The Neurogenesis Diet and Lifestyle (#1 
Amazon international bestseller), Psychotherapy and Spirit and 
Integral Psychology: Yoga, Growth and Opening the Heart 
(published by SUNY Press.)

	 Website: http://brantcortright.com

	 Facebook: www.facebook.com

	 Twitter: https://twitter.com/brantcortright


Affiliations: 
	 Dr. Cortright is a professor emeritus with the California Institute of Integral Studies.


Note: No text provided from Dr. Cortright’s talk. You can view his talk on the YouTube channel of 
the Institute for the Study of Peak States. His book The Neurogenesis Diet and Lifestyle: 

Upgrade Your Brain, Upgrade Your Life covers some of the material in his talk. 

http://brantcortright.com
http://www.facebook.com
https://twitter.com/brantcortright


“Peak performance and sports” 
By Nicolai Hassing (Denmark)

April 3, 2021; 11:30am PST


Abstract: 
	 In this lecture I will be covering:


- Goal Setting, achieving goals and the Life Path Process(TM)

- Peak Performance using Peak State techniques (PE to PS)

- Injuries

- What are the potentials- and what are the limitations using ISPS techniques?

- Q and A


About the Speaker: 
	 Nicolai, 36. Licensed therapist since 2015 and a 
professional educator in psychiatry. I have just recently started 
working in sports.

	 Website: http://www.psykobiologi.dk


Affiliations: 
	 Nicolai is a certified Peak States therapist in Denmark.


Note: Nicolai only provided a brief outline of his talk, as shown in 
the next page. You can view his talk on the YouTube channel of the Institute for the Study of 

Peak States. 

http://www.psykobiologi.dk
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Peak Performance and Sports 

• Trinue Brain and sports. Competition is a game of 'the reptile brain' – survival.


• Goal Setting and achieving goals - ”Life Path Process”


• Being in ”Zone” - Peak-Experience-to-Peak-State. Being-the-Body-State – 'Presence'


• Injuries - ”How do you feel about your injury?..”
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“Treating pain using psychobiology” 
By Kirsten Lykkegaard DVM, PhD (Denmark)


April 3, 2021’ 12pm PST


Abstract: 
	 Starting with a review of classical pain physiology, we’ll look at what a psychobiology 
model can add to treatment efficacy, speed, and range. We will take a practical approach to 
look at the different causes of pain and their treatment when using an epigenetic trauma 
approach. We’ll also cover pathogen caused pain, such as Lyme disease as well as others.


About the Speaker: 
	 Kirsten is a doctor of veterinary medicine and also holds 
a PhD in pharmacology. For over 19 years she has contributed 
to fundamental biomedical research within the somatic pain, 
obesity and type 2 diabetes areas. As co-director of research 
at the Institute, Kirsten’s current focus is on developing 
effective psycho-immunology treatments for specific viral and 
bacterial diseases. She is also investigating the causes of 
diseases of unknown etiology, such as autism. 

	 Website: https://www.linkedin.com/in/kirsten-
lykkegaard/ 


Affiliations: 
	 Dr. Lykkegaard is the Co-Director of Research at the 
Institute for the Study of Peak States.
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Treating Pain Using 
Psychobiology
Kirsten Lykkegaard, DVM, PhD

 ©  2021 by Dr. Kirsten Lykkegaard

This material is not a substitute for medical attention

• I am a veterinarian, not a physician - that means I am not licensed to 
diagnose medical conditions in people (but if you’re a dog, no problem). 


• Suggestions in this talk are not intended as a substitute for consultation 
with your health care provider. There are pain conditions that need medical 
attention to avoid potential death and disability.


• If you have pain that resembles a case in this talk there is no guarantee that 
you will get the same results as described here.
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Background for this talk
• My background: 

• Doctor of veterinary medicine. Driven by the problem of pain in animals. 

• PhD in pharmacology with focus on surgery-induced pain.


• If conventional medicine was able to treat all pain conditions successfully, this talk 
would be irrelevant.


• ISPS has not invested time on research in pain as a separate field! 


• Everything we have done has been because 1) we have been asked by clients or 2) it 
came out of some other research we were doing.


• This talk contains case stories from colleagues to give you an idea of how our 
psychobiology treatments work. 

 ©  2021 by Dr. Kirsten Lykkegaard

The hopes for novel treatments of pain  
Pain research in the 1990s

• At conferences in the late 1990s great hopes for the future were shared.


• Hopes that new and radically more effective drug treatments for pain would arise from the new 
understanding of the neurophysiology of pain.


• This has sadly not been the case yet!!


• Currently, pharmacological pain management is still limited to drugs that are either old or with a limited 
efficacy.


• However, there are some early signs of new aspects in current research: 


• Recognition that cognitive and emotional factors have important influence on pain perception and 
the adaptive pain plasticity of the nervous system.


• The concept of ‘reconsolidation of memory’ is being researched - for example how it relates to 
changes in the nervous system in chronic pain conditions.
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Medical model of pain
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Medical definition of pain
• The International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) definition of 

pain: 

“An unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with, or 
resembling that associated with, actual or potential tissue damage.”


• Pain is a physiologic consequence of tissue injury and serves a vital 
protective function.


• Pain can become a disease when it occurs or persists in the absence of 
tissue damage or following appropriate healing of injured tissues.
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The unconscious assumption

• In general, in conventional medicine and for most regular people 
the unconscious assumption is that for pain to exist there must 
be damage or some sort of pathology somewhere.


• The implication of this assumption is lots of surgery, 
unnecessary tests, overuse of drugs etc.
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Medical model of pain 
Conduction of pain

• Pain comes in two waves at the injury moment.


• Aδ fibers:

• First, fast transmission by Aδ fibers (2-30 m/s). 

• Causes a sharp, intense, shooting, tingling pain. 


• C-fibers:

• Second slower transmission (< 2 m/s). 

• Causes a prolonged dull, poorly localized, burning 

pain. 
Rene descartes: ‘L’homme 
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Medical model of pain 
Perception and modulation of pain

• Perception: Signals from pain nerves fibers are 
perceived by the brain as pain. 


• Modulation: Psychological and emotional aspects 
can modulate the perception of pain (ex. prior 
experience, anticipation, mood).


• Chronic pain: Occurs if injury/inflammation 
persists or if the nervous system gets sensitized. 

Rene descartes: ‘L’homme 
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What are the medical  
categorizations and treatments  

of pain?
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How does the pain feel? 
Pain quality

• Throbbing

• Shooting

• Stabbing

• Sharp

• Needle like

• Cramping

• Gnawing

• Hot-burning

• Aching

• Heavy

• Tender

• Splitting

• Tiring-exhausting

• Sickening

• Fearful

• Punishing-cruel
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Medical model of pain 
The duration way to categorize pain

• Acute pain: happens quickly and goes away when there is no longer a cause (days - 
months).


• Examples: Surgery, broken bones, dental work, burns or cuts, labor and child birth.


• Chronic pain: Longer than 6 month and can continue even after the illness or injury that 
caused it has healed or gone away. Some people suffer chronic pain even when there is 
no past injury or apparent body damage. Chronic pain can also come and go.


• Examples: Headache, arthritis, cancer, nerve pain, back pain, and fibromyalgia.


• Chronic pain can cause conditions like: 

• Tense muscles, limited ability to move around, a lack of energy, changes in appetite.

• Depression, anger, anxiety, and fear of re-injury.
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Medical model of pain 
The biological way to categorize and treat pain

• Nociceptive or somatic pain: Damage to 
tissue (other than nerve).


• Treatment: Support healing of damaged 
tissue. Pain medication.


• Neuropathic pain: Damage to nerve tissue.


• Treatment: Treat underlying cause of 
neuropathy. ‘Pain modulators’. 


• Radicular pain: Compression or inflammation 
to spinal nerves. 


• Treatment: Treat the cause of compression 
of nerves by ex. surgery. Nerve blockages.

• Inflammatory pain: Chronic overreaction of the 
immune system (ex. auto-immune).


• Treatment: Diet and anti-inflammatory and 
disease modifying medication.


• Functional or psychosomatic pain: Pain without 
any obvious physical injury or damage to tissue.


• Treatment: Multi-disciplinary approach.


• Sensitization: Can occur in any of the above. It is 
an increased responsiveness of nociceptive 
neurons to pain and/or a pain response to 
normally non-painful inputs.


• Treatment: Multi-disciplinary approach.

 ©  2021 by Dr. Kirsten Lykkegaard

Sensitization is a huge problem  
in medical treatment of pain!
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Medical model of pain 
Experienced pain in relation to stimulus intensity

Injury often causes a  
peripheral sensitization: 

1. Painful stimuli are 
perceived as more 
painful than usual.


2. Non painful stimuli are 
perceived as painful. 
Ex. touch can become 
painful (ex. sunburn).
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Medical model of pain 
Wind-up and central sensitization

• Sensitization is when the nervous system is stuck in a persistent state of 
heightened reactivity. Can include:


• Increased perception of pain to a painful stimulus. 


• Non-painful stimulus can feel painful.


• Spontaneous discharges, and/or increase in the size of the pain area. 


• Less commonly: heighten sensitivities across all senses (ex. light, sounds and 
odors). 


• Occurs in many types of chronic pains: 

• Back pain, neck pain, whiplash injuries, tension headaches, migraines, rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, 

endometriosis, sustained injuries after car accidents, TBI, after-effects of surgery, fibromyalgia, IBS, chronic 
fatigue etc.  
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Why do medical treatments for 
chronic pain not work well enough?
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Medical treatment of pain 
How well does it work?

• Broken bones


• Tooth aches


• Infections


• Tumors


• Appendicitis


• Kidney stones


• Gall bladder stones


• Heart attacks


Works great Mixed results
• Carpal tunnel syndrome


• Sciatica


• Sports injury  (muscles, 
ligaments, joints)


• Menstrual cramps


• Endometriosis


• Gout


• Hemorrhoids 


• Whiplash


• Burns

Ineffective
• Psychosomatic pains


• Fibromyalgia


• Chronic pain with no 
physical damage


• Lyme disease


• TBI


• Post car injuries


• Migraines


• Shingles


• Gut pain and IBS


• Discus prolapse


• Back and neck pain


• Autoimmunity ex. 
rhematoid arthritis


• Osteoarthritis 
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Medical treatment for pain 
Limitations for successful outcome 

• Acute pain: Medical treatments remove the root cause of the problem 
thereby eliminate the pain successfully.


• Chronic pain: Pain is only managed and often not adequately.


• Why are there such poor results in solving chronic pain? 


• Why does central sensitization really occur? 


• Is there a misinterpretation of what the root cause is?

 ©  2021 by Dr. Kirsten Lykkegaard

Medical treatment for pain 
Limitations for successful outcome  

Thoughts: 

• What if sensitization of the nervous system is not the root cause but the 
consequence of something else that needs to be addressed?


• Sensitization looks a lot like ‘PTSD in the nervous system’.


• If so, this may be one of the reasons that many types of pain responds so 
well to trauma therapy.


• Or there is another co-founding variable that has not been identified yet.
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A psychobiology model of pain
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Psychobiology model of pain
• We model that consciousness ‘resides’ in a totipotent 

‘stem-cell’ called the primary cell.


• We superimpose the perception and well-being of this 
primary cell onto our multi-cellular body. 


• Pain can come from:


1. Physical injury at the multi-cellular body level 
(sprained ankle, fractured bone, pinched nerve etc.).  


2. Injuries and ‘pathogens’ at the subcellular level of 
the ‘primary cell’.


3. A combination of 1. and 2.

Primary cell

Superimposed  
on our body
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Psychobiology model of pain 
Implication for treatment - trauma

• Often our body will experience emotional trauma in connection with a 
physical injury or the subsequent pain. Trauma itself can cause or hold 
physical pain in place. 


• The simplest and most effective way to eliminate pain is with trauma 
healing.


• In ∼ 70% of cases, simple trauma healing like tapping/EFT will eliminate or 
reduce pain (both acute and chronic pain). 


• The interesting aspects is that it doesn’t seem to matter which of the 
conventional categories of pain that is treated!

 ©  2021 by Dr. Kirsten Lykkegaard

Psychobiology model of pain 
Implication for treatment - subcellular psychobiology

• Simple trauma healing does not work on at least ∼ 30% of pain clients.


• Understanding the subcellular causes is crucial for success in this group of 
clients.


• If simple trauma healing is not working this may be due to:


• Structural injuries or pathogen issue in the primary cell. These are only 
indirectly related to trauma.


• Time loops causing the trauma to reset itself after healing.


• The feeling of pain has been coupled to survival creating an ‘addiction’ 
and the client will do anything subconsciously to keep the pain.
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Psychobiology treatment of pain 
How well does it work?
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Psychobiology treatment of pain 
How well does it work?

• Burning, stabbing, 
pressuring and 
cutting pains of no 
apparent biological 
origin.


• Pathogens causing 
pain 

• Lyme

• Shingles

• Eczema

• Tooth infections

Works great Good results - could improve
• Back pain

• Neck pain

• Traumatic brain 

injury


Not researched
• Migraines


• Fibromyalgia


• Autoimmunity ex. 
rhematoid arthritis


• Irritable bowel 
syndrome


• Headaches

• Menstrual cramps


• Gut pain 


• Muscle or joint pain


• Sports injuries
Has great potential
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Simple trauma healing for pain
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Treatment of pain 
Simple trauma/PTSD

• Start simple - tapping/EFT or other simple trauma technique.


• Reduction or elimination of pain in ∼70% of cases.


• Address the client’s issue of having the pain. The trick is to tap on the 
feelings the client has ABOUT their body having pain.


• This works because people separate themselves from their pain causing 
an inner conflict. This is often the real cause of the pain to linger.


• Pain and the emotional cause are often disconnected in people’s 
awareness.
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Treatment of acute pain 
Generally good results

• Make sure the client is not needing acute 
medical help.


• Tapping can be very simple!


• Tapping on the emotion inside the area of 
pain can some times release the pain (Client 
#1).


• Tapping on how the client feel about having 
the pain can be even more effective (Client 
#2).

Client #1

Client #2

Acute pain in stomach after a 
prolonged period of work. 


• Tapped on the emotion in 
the area of pain of being 
overstrained. Pain vanished.  

Acute pain in wrist due to a 
lump that appeared 2 days 
before the session.


• Tapping on the emotions 
about having the lump. Pain 
vanished. 
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Example of really acute pain treatment
Example: Hitting your finger with a hammer


• Quick EFT at the very moment of injury - but you have to be really quick!!


• The initial pain disappear and you can prevent the usual subsequent sensitization 
and swelling from happening. 


• If you wait doing EFT you may get some effect but the swelling that has occurred will 
not go away immediately with EFT.


 A peak state of consciousness exists where a person will feel a momentary 
flash of pain after which it vanishes, leaving no pain or only a slight pressure. 
In this state if you impact the injured area again you will get another 
momentary flash of pain - until the body has healed in the area.
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Treatment of chronic pain  
Reduction to complete elimination of pain

• Cause:

• Often due to simple trauma/PTSD. 

• Can have sub-cellular cases also.


• Treatment:

• Simple tapping or other trauma healing 

technique (biographical and generational 
traumas). Client #2

Client #1
Cluster headache for years. 
Unknown cause. Aches on either 
side of head several times/week. 


• Healed biographical and 
generational traumas. Reduced 
occurrence to once every 2 
weeks. 

Chronic back pain for 10 years after 
a chipped vertebrae and emotional 
crisis. Ongoing aches. 


• Healed biographical and 
generational traumas and the 
pain SUDS went from 5-8 to 0. 
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Treatment of chronic pain 
Complete elimination of pain

• Cause:

• Same as previous slide


• Treatment:

• Simple tapping as on previous slide.

• Addressing other contributing issues:

• Structural damage 

• Holes, soul loss, crown brain structures etc.


• Primary cell pathogens 

• Curses, bacteria, copies etc.

Client #1

Client #2

Neck pain for 4 months. Woke one 
morning with intense sharp stabbing 
pain (thoracic back) and pressure 
pain in neck. MRI showed C5/C6 
stenosis. 


• Healed a hole, a soul loss and one 
biographical trauma. SUDS went 
from 9 (back) and 7 (neck) to 0. 

Chronic back pain for >20 years. 
Started as a physical injury. Aches 
and weak feeling.


• Healed a ‘crown brain structure’ 
and the pain vanished. 
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Treatment of menstrual pain 
Generally good results

Pain in the lower belly before and during menstruation: 

• Throbbing or cramping pain 

• Dull, continuous ache

• Pain that radiates to lower back and thighs


• Usually due to generational traumas - there can be 
lots, so finding and healing all of them is the tricky 
part.  


• Check for body associations and copies as well. 


Caution: Make sure the pain is not due to endometriosis 
or uterine fibroids!! 

Contractions in uterus, back 
pain, physical pain in uterus 
and vagina and migraine.


• Healed generational traumas 
and the pain vanished. 
SUDS went from 8 to 0. 

Client #1

Client #2
Locale intense pain in lower 
belly during menstruation. 


• Healed 1 generational trauma 
and the pain reduced. SUDS 
went from 9 to 6. 
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Subcellular causes and  
treatments for pain
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Subcellular causes of pain 
Structural damage in the primary cell

Examples of how structural damage inside the primary cell can set a person 
up for pain:


• Holes can cause contraction and lead to pain in the location.


• Soul loss are sometimes found along with a hole but just healing a soul 
loss in an area will not make the pain go away.


• Crown brain structures the cytoskeleton of the primary cell goes amok 
and creates linkage between areas of the cell that are not supposed to be 
linked.
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Subcellular causes of pain 
Holes

• Feels like a horrible, empty and deficient 
black, bottomless hole in the body.


• The hole are caused by physical injury 
to our body - mostly prenatally. It is an 
overlay from trauma damage in the 
primary cell.


• Our body will do anything to avoid 
feeling the emptiness in the holes.


• A way to do this is to contract the body 
in the area - which over time can create 
pain.
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Subcellular causes of pain 
Crown brain structures

• Feels like there is a mechanical structure 
inside the body connecting different parts 
of the body together.


• The structure is inside the primary cell but 
the person experiences it as in their body. 


• Cause: The primary cell cytoskeleton 
creates the structure during a trauma 
moment.


• Treatment: Find and heal the 
biographical trauma where the structure 
was created.
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Subcellular causes of pain 
‘Pathogens’ in the primary cell

• Pressure pain from ‘bacterial’ pressing and moving or from a chakra fungus 
contracting.


• Squeezing and compression pain from a ‘viral net’ (tension headache).


• Burning, acid-like pain due to toxic fluids given off by certain ‘pathogens’.


• Ripping, burrowing or stabbing pain due to pathogens damaging membranes and 
structures.


• Sharp, nail-like pain due to a ‘fungal’ filament or prions poking at membranes and 
structures.


Caution: Focusing on the ‘pathogen’ can cause the problem to get worse!                   
Training is needed when working in this area!
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Subcellular causes of pain 
Curses - a negative thought form

• Sharp pain as if stabbed with a sharp arrow, 
spear, or nail.


• Cause: a filament from a primary cell ‘fungus’ 
that penetrates a membrane or structure inside 
the cell. In the corresponding body location, 
the client will see or feel a sharp object.


• Treatment: heal one by one or use the Silent 
Mind Process to get immune to the ‘fungus’

Neuropathic pain (stabbing) in several large scars after surgery.


• Found a curse in one of the scars. Did the Silent Mind 
Process and all the pain vanished.

Client #1
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Subcellular causes of pain 
Copies

• If there is pain that doesn’t respond to tapping or 
general trauma therapy - it can be a ‘copy’.


• Our body can ‘copy’ another persons pain if we 
have a traumatic experience and we ‘reach’ out to 
this person for help during the traumatic moment.


• If we copy another person’s pain, there will be a 
sense of the personality of the person we ‘copied’ 
along with physical pain like their's. 


• Treatment: Heal the trauma that made you copy 
the other person’s pain. 
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Subcellular causes of pain 
Chakra pressure

• Symptom: Pressure pain in the 
location of the body that correspond 
to the chakra location.


• Cause: A ‘fungal’ structure at the 
nuclear membrane in the primary cell 
is activated usually by accident when 
physically straining the corresponding 
body area.


• Treatment: Heal the trauma 
resistance to the ‘push’. 

 ©  2021 by Dr. Kirsten Lykkegaard

Treatment of headaches 
Mixed results - not perfect

1. Pressure headaches can be related to:

• Biographical or generational traumas. 

• Primary cell ‘bacterium’ pushing against what feels like the head in the 

person’s body.

• A ‘pulling-apart’ pressure on the forehead or a down-ward pressure on 

top of the head can be from a ‘chakra fungus’ being activated. 

• Squeezing can be caused by primary cell viral particles that form a ‘viral 

net’ around what feels like the head in the person’s body.


2. Headaches with stabbing or ripping pain can be due to ‘prions’ inside the 
primary cell affecting what feels like the head in the person’s body.


3. A headache along with feelings of nausea and tiredness can be due to a 
‘fungal’ organism in the primary cell. 


4. The headache feels like someone else’s - look for a ‘copy’.


5. The headache can be from a traumatic brain injury. 

Pressure headache. Onset unknown 
but sunlight glare is a trigger.


• Healed a ‘bacterial’ pressure and 
some trauma component. 
Symptom reduction. 

Client #1

Client #2 

Got hit in the eye by a ball 20 
years earlier. Excruciating 
headache originating in one eye. 
Sharp stabbing pain, like a 
screwdriver being put into the front 
and back of the eye.


• All pain was eliminated using our 
TBI process. 
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Psycho-immunology  
treatments for pain 
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Treatment of pain due to Lyme disease 
Generally good results

• Lyme disease is caused by the tick born spirochete 
bacteria, Borrelia burgdorferi.


• If caught early after infection, antibiotics works well!


• Later the spirochetes may ‘hide’ from the immune 
system, making antibiotics ineffective. 


• Pain in joints (muscles and elsewhere in body) is one 
of the symptoms in Lyme disease. 

Arthritic pain in neck, right 
shoulder and left knee for a 
number of years.


• Did the Lyme process and 
pain in joints went form 
SUDS 8 to 0. 

Client #1

Client #2
Joint pain in right foot, knee and 
hip. 


• Did the Lyme process and 
pain reduced form SUDS 5-8 
to 1-3 during exercise. There 
are remaining subcellular 
issues to heal.  
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Wrapping up
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Challenges or limitations to 
psychobiology trauma treatments

• Not healing the correct traumas or healing all relevant traumas.


• Traumas having time loops so healing is not stable and can reset itself.


• Client not able to face the traumas.


• Therapist not skilled enough.


• Techniques used not good enough.


• Pain caused by unknown pathogen or mechanism.


• Tapping does not fix injury inflammation and the resulting pain.
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Pain can be successfully eliminated  
when the root cause is treated

• Medical treatments for pain: 
• Works great for many acute pain conditions. 

• Treatment of chronic pain conditions are in a lot of cases only symptom reducing. Some times this 

is acceptable - other times not. 

• Ineffective in treating psychosomatic related pain conditions.

• Does not yet address the PTSD like central sensitization from a trauma perspective.


• Psychobiology trauma treatments for pain: 
• Simple trauma therapy works well for the majority of cases.

• Psychobiology treatments add to the success rate.

• Works well on chronic physical as well on psychosomatic pain conditions.

• Has great promise for pains caused by pathogens.


• The strengths within each of the two should be used more to complement each others.
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The optimal outcome for clients 
would be if both modalities are 

integrated
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Time for questions!
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"A mother's journey through the research process for a potential autism 
treatment” 

By Sonia Walcott (Australia) will be interviewed by Shayne McKenzie (Australia)

April 3, 2021; 12:30pm PST


Abstract: 
	 Starting back in 2009, Sonia and her daughter were research subjects in attempts to 
find an effective psychobiology treatment for her daughter’s autism. Sonia will be talking about 
the ups and downs of this research, the before and after behaviors of her daughter, and her 
progress since the beginning of treatment.


About the Presenters: 
	 Mother of 3 daughters, Sonia lives in Sydney Australia. 
Her day job is in corporate sales, and she is a certified trauma 
therapist.


Affiliations: 
	 Shayne McKenzie is the CEO of the Institute for the 
Study of Peak States. Sonia Walcott is now working towards 
her therapist certification at the Institute for the Study of Peak 
States.


Note: There is no transcript from this talk. You can view the talk 
online at the YouTube channel for the Institute for the Study of Peak States. 
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A mother's journey through the research process 
for a potential autism treatment

Shayne McKenzie, CEO, ISPS
interviewing Sonia Walcott

Copyright © 2021 by Shayne McKenzie

Autism research history
▪ 1998: Research on autism started - the son of one of our staff at the 

time had autism
▪ 2000: Tested first process - 4 out of 5 children successful
▪ 2008: Tested a modified autism treatment - no positive results
▪ 2008: Tested whether brain damage causes autism - it doesn’t
▪ 2012: Determined that Aspergers Syndrome is different to autism - 

developed a successful treatment for Aspergers Syndrome
▪ 2015: Identified a key development event for autism
▪ 2018: Developed a research process that appears effective
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Interview questions for Sonia
▪ How old was your daughter when she diagnosed with autism?

▪ What did you notice about her behaviour that had you get a diagnosis?  At what age did you notice these behaviours?

▪ What did you try to help her before you were introduced to the Institute?

▪ Learnt about our Autism research project in May 2009, what do you recall from that time when you were evaluating whether to participate in 
the research?

▪ It’s been a long journey, nearly 12 years, what were some of the challenges of participating in the research?

▪ What were the highlights?

▪ Did you or your daughter have to make adjustments once the treatment was successful and stable?

▪ Was your daughter diagnosed again to test whether she was still considered to have autism symptoms?

▪ What would you want to say to people considering participating in any of our future research projects (not just autism)?

▪ What would you want to say to someone who has been diagnosed with autism or a parent with a child who has autism now that we are doing 
applied research on our current treatment?

▪ What do you personally want to do now that you have had this experience?

▪ Is there anything else that you would like to say about your journey with this research project?
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Social Media  

Further information

peakstatestherapy

shayne@peakstates.com 

https://www.peakstates.com/autism.html
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“A psycho-immunology approach for tension headaches” 
By Shayne McKenzie, CEO

April 4, 2021; 8:10am PST


Abstract: 
	 A tension headache feels like a tight band around your head.  They are considered to be 
the most common type of headaches yet the cause of these headaches is not clearly 
understood.  While there are likely to be many different causes, one cause that we have 
identified at the Institute for the Study of Peak States is due to a “viral net” that gives the 
sensation of squeezing around the head.  This presentation will describe the results from a 
recent research process using our psycho-immunology approach that appears to permanently 
eliminate this cause.


About the Presenter: 
	 Shayne McKenzie is the CEO, Clinic Director and 
Certified Trainer for the Institute for the Study of Peak States.  
He was trained by the Institute in 2008.  He has helped clients 
permanently eliminate issues such as Lyme disease, Aspergers 
Syndrome, depression, chronic pain, traumatic brain injury 
symptoms, relationship issues and emotional upsets. His 
research interests include type 1 diabetes, autism and the 
Beauty Way and Optimal Relationship peak states.

	 Website: https://www.peakstates.com/
psychoimmunology.html


Affiliations: 
	 Shayne McKenzie is the CEO of the Institute for the 
Study of Peak States.


https://www.peakstates.com/psychoimmunology.html
https://www.peakstates.com/psychoimmunology.html
https://www.peakstates.com/psychoimmunology.html
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A psycho-immunology approach for 
tension headaches

2nd psycho-immunology and psychobiology research symposium
April 4, 2021

Photo credit: 7592051 © dotshock | dreamstime.com
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Agenda
▪ Psychobiology causes of headaches
▪ Tension headache caused by a “viral net”
▪ ISPS research history to develop a treatment
▪ Case studies
▪ Q & A
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Traumatic brain injury

Feels like someone 
else’s pain - bacterial 
structure (copy) in 
primary cell

Squeezing around 
the head - viral net in 
primary cell

Stabbing/ripping pain
- prion or fungus in 
primary cell

Pushing against 
against the head
- bacteria in primary 
cell

Downward pressure 
or pull-apart pressure

- chakra fungus in 
primary cell

Subcellular psychobiology causes of headaches

Biographical or 
generational traumaWith nausea and 

tiredness - fungus in 
primary cell
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Viral net subcellular biology inside the Primary 
Cell
▪ A network of what we 

think are viral strands form 
a lace network around the 
nucleolus and squeeze, 
causing headaches or 
migraines. The net can fully 
surround the nucleolus or 
be partial. 

Nucleolus Viral net
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ISPS research history - viral net causing squeezing headaches
• June 2011: Research team discovers subcellular pathogen (believed to 

be a virus) causing the squeezing headaches
• Dec 2011: First experimental process refined to improve effectiveness - 

reasonably effective but not easy to do and some examples of 
abreactions

• Nov 2020: A new experimental process was developed based on our 
psycho-immunology model - very effective with experienced therapists

• April 2021: Plans to improve the process with recent refinements to 
our psycho-immunology model to make the process easier to complete

Copyright © 2021 by Shayne McKenzie

Jennifer

Case study 1
• 45yo woman
• Lives in Canada 
• Had headaches for a long time (since university)
• Squeezing headaches would last for 4-5 hours
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Jennifer’s squeezing headache symptoms
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Ghita

Case study 2
• 39yo female
• Lives in Canada 
• Squeezing headaches for over 10 years (more 

regularly over the past 2 years)
• Had to take medication each time she had a 

squeezing headache given the intensity of the 
headache
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Ghita’s squeezing headache symptoms
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Case study 3 - so easy even a child can do it!
▪ 12yo boy

▪ Having headaches for 
about 5 years

▪ Usually triggered at 
school
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Next steps
▪ Refine the latest psycho-immunology process based on recent findings in our psycho-

immunology model (may only require healing generational traumas)

▪ Further testing for safety and efficacy

▪ Hope to release as a clinic process later in the year
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Social Media  

Websites  

• Research
• Training
• Clinic treatments
• Therapy

peakstatestherapy

shayne@peakstates.com 

www.peakstatestherapy.com 
www.peakstatesclinics.com 

www.subcellularpsychobiology.com 

www.peakstates.com

InstitutePeakStates
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▪ Shayne McKenzie 
CEO, Institute for the Study of Peak States



“Easy ways to access peak experiences and peak states in modern life” 
By Gilli Moorhawk, MA (UK)

April 4, 2021; 8:30am PST


Abstract: 
	 It seems to be part of the human condition to search for better emotions, peak 
experiences and peak states. Indeed some researchers suggest that the mythical ‘lost-
paradise’ discussed in so many religions and ancient cultures, is not an external location, but 
an internal state of consciousness. Yet how do we find these better states? For people in 
normal consciousness moments of peace, happiness and ecstasy only occasionally arrive and 
depart soon after. My presentation details several accessible ways to shift into peak 
experiences and in some cases peak states. 


About the Presenter: 
	 Gilli Moorhawk MA is a health researcher, author and 
EFT practitioner with a special interest in infertility and birth 
trauma and also runs workshops on the ‘Benefits of Becoming 
Embodied’. Gilli's forthcoming book, Becoming the Sexual 
Athlete with Don Dura, will be published later this year. Gilli 
lives in London.

	 Website: http://www.embodyeft.com


Affiliations: 
	 Ms. Moorhawk is a therapist certified by the Institute for 
the Study of Peak States.
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PEAK STATES AND WHERE TO FIND THEM. 
Gilli Moorhawk MA 

I started learning about peak states with the ISPS in 2013, and I’ve been fascinated by this 
subject ever since.


I wanted to share some of the things I've learned from other areas, and hopefully give you 
some ideas about how you can improve your chances of getting one or more of them. 


Let’s start with defining what peak states and peak experiences are.


One simple way to define a Peak State is:  
a fairly permanent state of better than normal functioning. 

A Peak Experience is having this for a shorter period of time 

A Peak State means that people have a higher level of functioning, which is more pleasant than 
normal consciousness. However, although a Peak State could be described as a more positive 
emotional state, for example, a continuous state of peace or joy or happiness…


… not all Peak States are emotional:


They can be physical, like feeling that the body is hollow, or has golden light inside or feels 
sacred 


They can be mental like suddenly having perfect understanding of complex subjects beyond 
your normal ability. 


And they can be spiritual, like knowing God, communicating with God, or even becoming God


So why are Peak States so important? Well, apart from giving us much more pleasant levels of 
consciousness; peace and happiness rather than anxiety and depression, Abraham Maslow 
found that even having temporary peak experiences, makes people more likely to reach the 
higher levels of adult development. Research done in 2012 took this further, and noted that 
people who had peak experiences were more likely to make ethical and empathetic decisions.


Certainly, man has been searching for these higher states of consciousness for ‘000s of years. 
And there are a variety of techniques that have been around for that length of time, to facilitate 
them. 


My exposure to peak states started in 2012 with a dog called Whiskey. He's a Frankenstein 
dog: a bit of a Collie, a bit of a Labrador, a bit of a basset hound, and a bit of something else. 
But it wasn't his strange looks that appealed to me so much. It was endlessly cheerful 
demeanour.


In Peak States parlance, we'd say he had inner peace state, underlying happiness state and 
being love state (www.peakstates.com/states.html) 


If a bigger dog snapped at him on our walks, he would snap or cower and his tail would go 
down, and his smile would go too. But then as soon as we passed the other dog, he'd be back 
to normal, all cheerful trotting along, tail in the air with a big smile on his face, And I paused to 
wonder how different it would be, if a dog attacked a human? 
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They'd go home and tell everybody, “That dog did this to me. Oh my goodness, this is what 
happened. It was terrible”. And they’d tell the story to everybody they knew. And then they'd 
go to the police station, and run through the drama again, and then they’d file a complaint. It 
would end up in court… and six months later they'd still be talking about ‘that thing that 
happened with that dog on that day’. 


Yet Whiskey had forgotten about his problems after five seconds. And I remember thinking, 
“Why can't humans be more dog?” Back in 2012 I thought it was impossible, but now I’ve 
learned that humans can be more Dog!


So, let’s look at some of the traditional ways that people have used to gain these elusive higher 
states of consciousness. 


YOGA 

Since coming to the West, Yoga has lost a great deal of its power.


For the most part in the West, Yoga is simply a relaxing physical exercise rather than a 
transformational practice.


A yoga teacher will choose the postures that they feel like doing on the day, or follow a theme, 
like stress or pregnancy. Their students attend a class maybe once or twice a week.


Learning yoga from a guru at an ashram is very different. You are taught a particular sequence 
of practices: a combination of postures with breathwork and meditation. This practice must be 
done in the same order once or twice a day. The theory is that each part of the practice builds 
on the step before, climbing powerfully up to give maximum benefit.


People who follow traditional yoga practices at the ashram I go to in India have described 
having these states: hollow state, inner peace, happiness, golden inside, another life form 
state, and reduced sleep. 


MARTIAL ARTS 
In the same way that yoga has been corrupted on its journey to the West, martial arts, coming 
from China, Japan and Korea have experienced a similar decline in standards. 


Many Dojo’s in the West will be very financially driven - it's about producing as many black 
belts as possible. Traditional martial artists cynically call this McDojo – like McDonalds. Fast 
martial arts!


So, the quality of teaching and the quality of expertise in the student is much reduced from 
what it would be in the East, very sadly. 


So, while a traditional martial artist in Japan, for example, may take 15 to 20 years, to gain 
good states of consciousness, in the West, it would probably take 30 to 40 years or even 
longer to get to the same level. 


The kinds of peak states, seen in the traditional martial arts teachers – men in their 80s and 90s 
- include void connection state, loving kindness state. One of the teachers says that when he is 
fighting. He becomes love. Others include reduced sleep, being present and wide-angle vision 
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state which of course is very useful when you're dealing with attackers from both front and 
behind. 


MEDITATION 
Compared to yoga and martial arts, meditation is something that we're getting better at in the 
West thanks to recent technological advances and better understanding of brain states


These days using brain monitoring and neurofeedback, it's possible to achieve in six months, 
what a monk in a monastery, might take 10 or 20 years to achieve.


Guided meditations by people like Dr Joe Dispenza and Dr Dawson Church are really 
accessible and make meditation much easier and much more beneficial for many people.


The kinds of states that come from meditation include. various forms of what different 
traditions call Enlightenment, inner peace, and underlying happiness 


HORSES 
I’ve been around horses for most of my life. So, when I found out that there were new 
therapeutic methods, which involved working with horses. I signed up straight away. 


There are several horse facilitated methods to improve mental health, consciousness, and 
personal development including: equine facilitated learning and equine facilitated 
psychotherapy, leadership training and herd work. There are also programs working with 
addictions, and for people with disability. 


I did some leadership training, both one on one and in a group - with a guy called Paul Hunting 
in SW England. I wasn’t particularly interested in leadership but I was very interested in working 
with the horses, 


Leadership training is usually undertaken by CEOs, and people high up in major corporates 
having problems with subordinate staff or with leading teams. This can be very powerful work, 
but it can also be very challenging, I've seen grown men reduced to tears on these programs. 
It’s incredibly frustrating for somebody who's used to getting everybody to do what exactly 
what they are told to do, to not be able to make an animal do something very simple!


In my intensive with Paul, we spent a couple of hours discussing my issues and setting goals 
for the session, then with me champing at the bit we went down to the paddock to work with 
his two beautiful horses.


What you have to understand is horses like to follow the leader, they don't like to lead. So, if 
you can prove you have leadership skills, they will quite happily follow you. But leadership to a 
horse isn’t about age, class, education or seniority, they don’t respond to someone giving 
orders in a loud voice; it’s much more subtle than that. It’s more about demonstrating a certain 
embodied confidence and it takes a while for us humans to get that.


There you are - in a paddock with two big horses. You’re a puny human weighing 160 to 200 
pounds, and the horses are 1,000 to 1,200 pounds. You don't have a saddle or a bridle, no 
rope and no whip. And you have to persuade the horse to do what you want them to do. It is 
very challenging. However, once you get it, it's really very empowering. By the end of the day, 
when I had these two horses cantering around with me in a circle I felt wonderful: Grounded, 
embodied and exhilarated.
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Later when I was driving home I was quite euphoric, and really feeling I could take on the 
world. It was a wonderful state to be in. 


The second time I worked with horses was herd work with a lady based in Wales working with 
a herd of 27 horses. That was a very different experience. When you come to join the herd, it's 
about letting go of your individuality and following the herd mind. Being in your head and 
thinking isn’t a safe position in the wild. If there’s a predator in the woods, the horse runs first 
and asks questions later. Humans can be quite a liability with their endless curiosity. To be 
accepted by the herd you need to get out of your head and into your body. 


So with horses, the states that I've heard about or experienced, are being on track, being part 
of the herd mind and being love state. 


HUMANS HERD TOO 
Hollywood has a fascination with action films with Navy Seals and Special Ops, so we probably 
think we know all about them. They are the strongest, toughest and most dangerous combat 
soldiers in the world. They can run for miles with a heavy pack on their back in the pitch black, 
without food or water for days, no weapons and still overcome the enemy at the other end of 
the journey with their bare hands. 


But according to the book Stealing Fire, what the Marines are actually looking for when they 
train the SEALs and Special Ops is a particular peak state where the men can cast off their 
individuality and merge with the team and follow whoever needs to be the leader in that 
moment, without speaking. It's not a volitional thing, it's a subconscious thing. So, this is why it 
costs so much, because only about 20% of the marines who are trained can actually access 
this peak state, and those who fail are often broken by the training. 


It just goes to show that humans can access this herd state, as much as herds of horses or 
flocks of geese or shoals of fish.


SEXUALITY 
The other area I investigated was sex and when I talk to people about sensuality, spirituality, 
and the kinds of states that you can get from sexual activity, they all say to me, “So if you can 
get peak states from sex, how come everybody doesn't have them?”


So, the peak states kind of sex I came across is like running a marathon. The normal 10 or 20 
minutes of sexual activity isn’t intense enough. It's something that you have to train for, and the 
training is for long duration penetration. Over a period of time it’s possible to increase your 
penetration time by 50%, 100% even 500%, and at the upper limits of time miracles do 
happen. Stuart Sovatsky in his book Advanced Spiritual Intimacy says these things start to 
happen after the 2nd hour of embrace and that was true for me. 


The other things that are really important are trust, safety, and emotional connection, and in 
most cases these states are going to come in connection with what Tantra calls ‘The Beloved’: 
your husband/wife or long term love partner.


Other researchers have noted that similarly expanded states can arise spontaneously in sex 
and can also be elicited in BDSM (bondage, dominance, submission and masochism). 
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The states, you can get sexually include: hollow state, gold and white inside state, God, 
Goddess state, (a friend of mine, became Shiva after a 9-hour lovemaking session when his 
girlfriend and becoming love or loving kindness state was another thing that he told me he 
experienced). 


LEFT BRAIN SHUTDOWN 
Another interesting state I had in a sexual context was a state of left-brain shutdown. There is a 
lot of research going on into left hemisphere dominance and researchers are investigating what 
happens when the left brain is switched off and the right brain takes over. I didn't have a name 
for it until I found references to it in other books, but what I experienced felt like a very Zen 
state, very peaceful with a quiet mind. I didn’t think much, had no desire to read anything or 
listen to music and I couldn't talk for 24 hours. In fact, I only started talking because I forced 
myself to talk. The problem of course of being in this state is you’re not in a place where you 
really can assess or analyse or even remember what’s going on because those are left brain 
functions!


There is an excellent book by neuroscientist Jill Bolte Taylor, called My Stroke of Insight where 
she talks about her experiences of having a stroke to the left side of her brain at the age of 37. 
This returned her to a virtually infantile state - she lost the ability to speak, to talk, to walk, to 
feed herself, and it took seven years to recover. Her TED talk is excellent. If you haven't seen it.

 

Jill describes how the left side of her brain was shut down, and the right side of the brain 
opened her up to a whole expanded awareness where she felt at one with everything. She 
could sense the emotions of the people around her, sense things that were going on in the 
room – her awareness expanded outside her body, and she said that when her left brain healed 
and came back online, she was actually sad to lose that lovely state that she'd had. 


One of the authors of Return to the Brain of Eden, Tony Wright frequently practices long 
periods of sleep deprivation, up to 11 days at a time. He says that one time, after about 80 
hours of staying awake, the left hemisphere of his brain switched off, leaving the right side of 
the brain awake. Like me, he also entered a very religiously peaceful state with the inability to 
speak, but his state only lasted about 20 minutes before the left brain kicked back in again.


So personally, I think gaining this state from sexual activity is a lot easier, more efficient, and 
certainly a lot more fun.


FACILITATING PEAK STATES 
Is there anything that we can do to facilitate accessing peak experiences and peak states? Yes!


Daily Practice 
There are many things you can do to help with the process. A daily traditional practice like 
yoga, martial art, meditation or breathwork practice is fundamental. With meditation, modern 
practices are starting to be much better than traditional ones. Joe Dispenza and Dawson 
Church have created excellent meditation techniques that seemed to work much quicker than 
the traditional meditation practice. 


Clear your Trauma 
As the institute believe that most of peak states is due to birth trauma, pre and postnatal 
trauma and trauma in our lifetime, it makes sense to clear as much of your personal trauma as 
possible using the peak states therapies and power therapies like EFT EMDR TFT and other 
modern therapies that so much easier and quicker for people to clear their trauma, things that 
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would take months and years. In a normal psychotherapeutic practice can be done within one 
or two sessions with these therapists, which makes the whole clearing process a lot quicker 
and means that we're much closer to accessing higher stakes. 


Embodiment 
For most people, the sense of self or centre of awareness is about the size of a tennis ball, 
somewhere in their head, but in a small child, their sense of self fills their whole body. That's 
where we should all be. I always encourage people to do embodiment practices and this is 
something that I teach, so that people have the experience of being in their body because a lot 
of the peak states, involve feelings, and sensations. And if you're stuck in your head all the 
time and not really connected with your body, it's more difficult to be aware of any changes. 
Canadian Shaman Alexandre Nadeau, who trained with the ISPS, suggests that it is difficult to 
fully heal if you don’t have this kind of embodied connection with your body.


Grounding 
Many people don't really consider this, but it's only since the 1960s that humans have stopped 
walking on the surface of the earth. That was when the rubber soled and plastic soled shoes 
first went into production before. For millennia, people had worn shoes made of leather that 
allowed us to connect with the Earth, because it was alive material. So, branding is another 
important thing to do, put your feet on the bear brand as much as possible. It gives you access 
to a lot of antioxidant activity, which is very healing for the body. Some scientists wonder if our 
lack of grounding is one of the reasons behind the epidemic of inflammation and chronic 

diseases we’re experiencing in the West. 


USEFUL TECHNIQUES 
I’ve come across so many ways to access peak states, but here are three, which seem to be 
well researched and work very quickly compared to traditional methods. 


Inner Engineering 
So Inner Engineering is a practice life I do which taught by an Indian yogi called Sadhguru. He 
is extremely well known in India and in the West with a great Youtube channel with lots of 
content. He says if you want to be happy just do Inner Engineering. It's a four day training, and 
a 21 minute daily practice. You may see the benefits of as little as 45 to 90 days, and the 
programme is now taught online during COVID. 


The Finders 
The Finders is a really interesting book based on the 10 years research that Dr Jeffrey Martin 
did on people with higher states of consciousness. He identified several states which he calls 
fundamental awareness. He's created a course based around the findings, and approximately 
70% of participants shift into fundamental awareness in one to 14 weeks. It's also taught 
online and I think it's definitely worth a look.


Buteyko Breathing.  
Some of you may be aware of this as a treatment for asthma, but it’s actually a lot more 
powerful and profound in its impact. People have noticed over the years that as people get 
closer to death, they breathe more frequently and more deeply – while people who are higher 
functioning may only take three or four breaths a minute compared to the 15 to 20 which is 
normal in Westerners. 


When I read one of the many books about Buteyko, they talked about how, when you get to a 
certain level of breathing, you will love exercise. I thought this was quite strange until I 
experienced it myself. I hate exercise, I would rather sit in a chair with a book and a bowl of ice 
cream than go running, but after doing the breathing practices for several weeks I woke up one 
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day with a feeling of euphoria, and a longing to exercise. It only happened once, unfortunately. 
But it was a really powerful indicator of how good this technique is so I'd always recommend 
that people investigate it, definitely worth a look. 


CONCLUSION  
In conclusion, this is a very brief and personal look at ways to access Peak Experiences and 
Peak States. It’s by no means exhaustive – I haven’t even mentioned dancing or chanting or 
psychedelics like LSD, or sacred medicines like ayahuasca, peyote and magic mushrooms or 
the many other ways that we clever humans have found to hack our brains over the last few 
millennia. One thing to bear in mind is that if you have had a significant peak experience – 
lasting at least a few days– the ISPS has a technique that may make it possible to convert the 
memory of that experience into a permanent state.  This is one reason why pursuing Peak 
Experiences is worthwhile – and certainly they may be easier to find than permanent states.

 

Contact one of the Institute’s practitioners for more information.


You can contact Gilli at hello at embodyeft.com
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“The subcellular psychobiology of type 1 diabetes and the implications for 
treatment” 

By Mary Pellicer MD (USA)

April 4, 2021; 9:00am PST


Abstract: 
	 Type 1 diabetes mellitus results from autoimmune 
destruction of the insulin-producing beta cells in the pancreas. 
Though much less common than Type 2 diabetes, 40,000 
people in the US are diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes each year 
and will need lifelong treatment with insulin. The research team 
at the Institute for the Study of Peak States has been 
researching Type 1 diabetes for the past 10 years.  This 
presentation will review our current state of knowledge of the 
subcellular psychobiology of Type 1 diabetes and the potential 
implications for developing a treatment. 


About the Presenter: 
	 Mary Pellicer, MD has a lifelong commitment to healing 
work. She is trained as a Family Practitioner and practiced 
conventional medicine in a migrant health clinic for years, so she understands the pros and 
cons of that model and enjoys working in partnership with medical providers to help patients 
achieve the best health outcomes possible. Dr. Mary is the Medical Director for Applied 
Research for the Institute for the Study of Peak States. She also works in the Institute training 
trauma therapists in the peak states model and is part of the ISPS research team. She is 
committed to bridging the gap between the conventional practice of medicine and the 
fascinating new discoveries being made in the Institute

	 Website: https://www.peakstatestherapy.com/pellicer.php


Affiliations: 
	 Dr. Pellicer is the Medical Director for Applied Research at the Institute for the Study of 
Peak States.


https://www.peakstatestherapy.com/pellicer.php
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The Subcellular Psychobiology of 
Type 1 Diabetes 

& the Implications for treatment

Mary Pellicer, MD
Medical Director of Applied Research

Institute for the Study of Peak States

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer

“You cannot 
solve a problem 
from the same 
consciousness 
that created it. 

You must learn to see 
the world anew.”

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer"Albert Einstein" by ThomasThomas is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0
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YZ

What is

Type 1

Diabetes?

XW
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Type 1A Diabetes results 
from the autoimmune 
destruction of the insulin 
producing beta cells in the 
Islets of Langerhans in the 
Pancreas

"Paul Langerhans. Photograph." is licensed under CC BY 4.0

YZ

Current
Medical

Management

XW

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer

• Lifelong insulin therapy
• Self injections
• Insulin pump

• Frequent blood sugar monitoring
• Manual self checks
• CGM (Continuous Glucose Monitoring)

• Close attention to diet

• Physical activity

"Lilly's Ever-Aseptic Iletin Syringe Case, No. 65, about 1930"
by national museum of american history is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0
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YZ

Can it be 
reversed?

XW
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• Reversal may be 
possible in some 
cases - very rare

• Current research in immunotherapies to 
address the underlying autoimmune 
problem

• Current research into using FMD ʹ the 
Fasting Mimicking Diet ʹ to potentially 
reverse type 1 diabetes

YZ

ISPS
Research

History

XW

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer

� 2011
• First started studying – student had the disease

� 2011-2012
• Organ level research
• Goal – repair damaged Islet cells
• Got some very temporary changes – nothing stable

� 2016
• Realized that diabetes type 1 was psychologically 

reversed
• The patient's body is desperate to hold onto the 

problem
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YZ

ISPS
Research

History

XW
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� 2016
• Memory loss parasites discovered
• Weirdness abounds – Grant gets irritable
• Unsuccessful in clearing this parasite

� 2017
• Started working at the Primary Cell level
• Pancreas organelle discovered
• Continued problems with psychological reversal

� 2018
• Research client abandoned the project
• Conscious desire vs Unconscious mandate

YZ

Type 1
Diabetes

in the 
Primary Cell

XW

Copyright © 2021 Mary Pellicer
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YZ

Feb. 2021

Research

Resumes

XW
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• Shayne McKenzie leads team 
to resume research

• New team receives debrief on 
previous research

• New research client recruited 
and is actively participating

• New insights into psycho-
immunology hold great 
promise for progress forward

"Standing on the shoulders of giants" by duncan is licensed 
under CC BY-NC 2.0

YZ

Heading
out from

Basecamp

XW
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• We have corroborated the subcellular biology outlined 
by the previous team

• So far, no “memory” parasite issues

• Client has CGM making monitoring easier

"Climbing Everest's Northwest Shoulder" by markhorrell is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
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YZ

Hope 
for the 
Future

XW
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Implications for Clients

• Treatment would actually “cure” 
type 1 diabetes

• Health benefits

• Cost savings

Implications for ISPS

• Ability to show efficacy through 
laboratory data

• Possible clues to other 
autoimmune conditions

"Buzz Aldrin on the moon #tbt" by NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0

YZ

Current

Research

Team

XW
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Shayne McKenzie Lars Vestby Mary Pellicer, MD

Kirsten Lykkegaard, DVM, PhD Grant McFetridge, PhD
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YZ

Contact
Details

XW
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"Standing on the shoulders of giants" by duncan is licensed 
under CC BY-NC 2.0

Mary Pellicer, MD

DrMary@PeakStates.com

Skype:  mary.pellicer



“Developing a psycho-immunology treatment for Covid-19” 
By Grant McFetridge, PhD

April 4, 2021; 9:30am PST


Abstract: 
	 When the coronavirus hit last year, we dropped all our research projects and started 
working on a psycho-immunology approach to treating the covid symptoms and hopefully 
giving coronavirus immunity. This project turned out to be far harder than we expected! This 
talk will cover our setbacks and successes, the fascinating biology we uncovered, and our 
current treatment approach and results.


About the Presenter: 
	 Grant McFetridge originally worked in electrical 
engineering R&D as a consultant and adjunct faculty in 
California. He then earned a PhD in psychology to look at why 
people get sick applying his engineer mind set. In 1998 he 
founded the Institute for the Study of Peak States, where he 
still co-directs the research. He is the author of Subcellular 
Psychobiology Diagnosis Handbook, Silence the Voices, Peak 
States of Consciousness volumes 1 & 2, and The Whole-
Hearted Healing Manual.

	 Website: www.PeakStates.com


Affiliations: 
	 Dr. McFetridge is the Co-Director of Research at the 
Institute for the Study of Peak States.


http://www.PeakStates.com
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Developing a psycho-immunology 
treatment for covid-19

By Dr. Grant McFetridge

Co-Director of Research


Institute for the Study of Peak States

The 2nd International Psycho-immunology & 
Psychobiology Research Symposium 
April 2021, Hornby Island BC Canada

Rev1
 ©  2021 by Shayne McKenzie1

 ©  2021 by Shayne McKenzie

• Up to now, we’ve had excellent success in eliminating all covid symptoms rapidly 
in clients. The current rev 5.0 has now been used successfully on 12 covid-
positive volunteers (N=12). We are fairly confident that this approach works well 
for eliminating all symptoms (and by implication, the viral and associated 
pathogens).


• These includes fever/chills, cough, shortness of breath, nasal/chest congestion, 
fatigue, headache, muscle and body ache, sore throat, loss of taste and smell, 
nausea, and diarrhea. Treatment time was from 2 to 4 hours (m=3 hrs). 


• However, clients who require oxygen (at home or in the hospital) have only partly 
improved. We will be tweaking our process to hopefully improve it in the next few 
weeks.

How is our covid PI technique working? 
The revision 5.x appears to work

2
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Our updates on our PI covid process is at 

www.PeakStates.com/covid19.html


If you have covid and are willing to be an experimental subject, please 
contact us at grant@PeakStates.com

You can keep updated online

3

 ©  2021 by Shayne McKenzie
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• Due to safety concerns, do not experiment on yourselves or others with any of 
the material in these presentations. The material presented is for 
educational purposes only. Thus, we’ve tried to omit specifics from these 
presentations to minimize potential misuse. 


• To put this safety problem in perspective, remember that you change the 
interior of your cells with psychobiology techniques. Training is required for 
safety - in the same way training is required before working on car engines.  


• For specifics on the risks of research in trauma therapies, psychobiology, and 
psycho-immunology, we refer you to Peak States of Consciousness volume 2 
(2008), and to the Subcellular Psychobiology Diagnosis Handbook (2014).

Safety and liability

5
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• A focus on safety and testing is vital to the PI approach. Unfortunately, people who are new to this field often get confused 
about safety issues, especially if they have been reading our research textbooks! Fortunately, this issue is simple to 
understand, as it is very similar to what drug companies face. There are three phases of drug development: research, 
testing, and sales in the drug store. Our process development is similar. Thus:


• Research: There are risks that research staff are exposed to that can be life-threatening. Many people who want to 
‘play around’ with this technology unconsciously assume it is like techniques that they already know. Unfortunately it is 
not. Working with the primary cell is like being able to open the hood of your car and put a wrench to it while it is 
running. it is possible to damage yourself by ‘meddling’ with your primary cell. The research phase can take several 
years to find a cause, find a solution, and then make it easy to use.


• Testing: The next step is to test a new process on ‘healthy’ volunteers. This has some risk, but gives a chance for the 
research team to look for any odd reactions in a larger sample size. After this, cautious testing on volunteer clients who 
have the target illness takes place. This phase can go relatively quickly, but sometimes a process has to be returned to 
the research phase due to either problems in effectiveness, difficulty in use, or abreactions in some clients. 


• Released to therapists: At this point, the process is deemed as safe as possible, given a relatively small sample size 
population. In many cases the normal risks of therapy would apply. 

Safety testing

6
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Let me tell this a detective 
story

You can follow along and think about what you would have done

(we’ve distilled the thousands of man-hours it took)

7
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The first hurdle - How do we 
investigate coronavirus?

We don’t have any cash, so we had to figure out other ways…

8
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Years ago, we figured out how to 
get people to see inside their own 

bodies
And I used to think it was bullshit too!

9
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But you have to know biology to 
recognize and understand what 

you’re seeing
The bottom line - did it actually fix symptoms?

10
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March 4, 2020: We start covid 
research - but we don’t have a clue 

how to do PI for a virus!
Fortunately, a staff member gets sick - our first guinea pig!

11
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March 11: We ‘see’ 2 different 
amebas carrying coronavirus

None of us can believe this either…

12
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The ‘airborne’ and ‘touch’ amebas

13
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March 21: our first breakthrough - 
we discover a pathogen toxic fluid

It is coming from the airborne ameba

14
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March 28: Another major 
breakthrough - we find a fluid micro 

event in development
And encounter ‘sparkles/tingles’ there

15
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March 30: More weirdness - we find 
pre-existing ‘worms’ superimposed 

on the body image…
“Leave me alone, I’m sick”

16
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April 13: the coronavirus emits 
fluid out its spikes!

How is this possible?

17
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Coronavirus emits fluid from spikes

18

We ignored 
the stuff in 
the center 
of the virus 
figuring it 
was just 

virus stuff..
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April 15-May 2: We investigate what 
happens in the three micro-events

This is for safety, and to see if we can make it easier to heal.

19
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May 3-17: We start safety 
testing our new PI process

But it sort of sucks on usability

20
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Safety testing three fluids 
April 17, 2020

Safety and effectiveness testing results on healthy therapists for toxic fluids.


Too bad this eventually turns out to be wasted effort!

 ©  2021 by Shayne McKenzie

May 25: Today we realized our PI 
fluid model doesn’t get rid of the 

pathogens. We’re bummed.
Using toxic fluids for PI was a dead end

22
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May 28: A new breakthrough - we track 
the feeling of the ameba membrane to 

a developmental fluid micro event.
Back on track for PI

23
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June 7: More safety testing! 

We focus only on the virus: Success rate is 82% (measured by self 
reporting on internal sparkles), mean time is 41 minutes with SD= 13 

minutes, and number of volunteers is N=16.


24
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June 12: Another bad day. We 
realize the virus process doesn’t 

get rid of the ameba after all
Still, it does a great job on the virus!

25
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June 15-July 29: Grant & Kirsten 
have to leave their home and are 

out of touch. Research stops.
We were not happy about this!

26
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Aug 1: We get back to work

Aug 7: we get two new covid test clients, both on oxygen

27
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Aug 9: New weirdness - we find 
prions inside the coronavirus

We’d seen something months ago but couldn’t believe it.

28
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Coronavirus: fluids and prions?

29
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Aug 14: Failure with clients who 
are on oxygen. We’re baffled

Yet it gets rid of symptoms in everybody else! What the heck??

30
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Aug 14:  A ‘hungry monster’, lung 
organelles, and a chest full of water

Psychobiology can be really weird!

31
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The monster was a bacteria! 
Text here 

32
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Aug 14-19: Let’s try something new - 
we match the symptoms to a pre-

conception developmental micro event.
We have to throw out the simple membrane thing! Dang it!

33
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Pre-conception in the Fallopian tube

34

We missed 
this one!

We missed 
this one!
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Sept 23: Sexual feelings show 
up in this developmental event
In fact, it looks like super spreaders might have the ‘hot sex vibe’

35
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Nov 2-5: We’re still stumped. And 
we’re now seeing viral variants.  

They correspond to fluid variations from the sperm.

36
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Jan 2, 2021: Another staff gets 
covid. We try healing the sexual 
fluid from the fungus. It works.

We’re trying to figure out what is going on here…

37
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Jan 14: Still working on suffocation. 
We eliminate the stabbing fungus. 
And find a ‘purse’ on the egg’s hip.

As we clean up this event, we see more stuff.

38
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Pre-conception in the Fallopian tube

39

We still missed 
this one!

Now we notice 
this one!
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Feb 7: A new breakthrough - we find a new 
developmental event that gets rid of the egg’s 

ameba. That ameba turns out to be a great 
marker for covid immunity!

This is a far simpler event - and we’d seen it almost a year ago

40
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Feb 12-21: Our new treatment 
fails on clients who need oxygen.

Why?? It works great on everyone else!

41
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March 3: one of our staff gets the 
Pfizer vaccine. It has the same 
membrane as the original virus

And her body destroys it in less than 15 minutes - note, she had already 
done our process.

42
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March 10: Dr. Lykkegaard comes 
up with a treatment simplification

The old approach was way too complicated for easy use.

43
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March 14: We start another 
round of safety testing

13 therapists volunteer for safety and effectiveness testing

44
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March 24-31: We see a fungus 
attacking alveoli in the lungs. Partly 
getting rid of it helps suffocation!!

We optimistically call it the ‘suffocation fungus’

45
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Pre-conception in the Fallopian tube

46

Finally we notice 
this one!
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Textbooks from the Institute

We’ve published a number of teaching textbooks. They have been translated 
into Russian, French, and Polish. (And we’re got 6 more being written - ones 
on suicide, addiction, spiritual emergency, psycho-immunology, and 
breakthrough research).


2004 2004 2008 2012 2014 2017
47
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Time for questions…
You can also email me later at Grant@PeakStates.com


Our updates on this PI covid process is at www.PeakStates.com/covid19.html

48



“A psycho-immunology approach to smoking addiction” 
By Gaëtan Klein & Julien Roux


April 4, 2021; 10:00am PST


Abstract: 
	 Smoking tobacco is an important health issue, being a strong factor or heart diseases, 
pulmonary diseases and cancers, leading to million of death worldwide. Unfortunately, neuro-
biological models of addiction are not satisfactory and fail to lead to practical method to 
completely eliminate the addiction. Using a totally new approach, subcellular psycho-biology, a 
team of researchers applied themselves to understanding the root cause of smoking addiction 
and designing a treatment, in quest for a cure for this addiction. In this presentation you will 
learn about our important discovery and the current state of research, and why we might have 
found what we were looking for. 


About the Presenters: 
	 Gaëtan Klein has helped over 2,500 people quit smoking 
using hypnotherapy, NLP and EFT, trained therapists and wrote a 
book on how to stop smoking without gaining weight of suffering 
from craving. Having a successful practice in Paris and 
internationally with a high success rate was however not enough to 
satisfy his personal quest of a thorough understanding of why 
people smoke exactly, and searching for the best possible method 
to eradicate this problem. As a researcher at the ISPS, he will give 
you a peak insight of the current state of research and an 
enthusiastic perspective on future treatments.

	 Website link: http://www.gaetanklein.com


	  Roux is a certified trauma and Peak States therapist, 
researcher, and someone who has always been passionate about 
finding new ways to heal humanity and find solutions to people’s 
issues. He was trained by the Institute in 2018. He has helped many 
clients eliminate issues in relation to self-image - self-esteem, 
emotional and psychological blockages, feeling stuck on their life/
project, stress related issues and helped people get into a 
permanent Inner Peace peak state of consciousness and Silent 
Mind state. 
	 His research interests include Kundalini, smoking addiction, 
anxiety, HIV, blockage to fundamental changes, pushing the frontier 
of what we know and can achieve (about human consciousness 
and our own potential), the Minimal Sleep State and the Beauty 
Way peak state. 
	 Website link: www.libreetheureux.ca


Affiliations: 
	 Gaëtan Klein and Julien Roux are staff members in the Applied Research team at the 
Institute for the Study of Peak States.


http://www.gaetanklein.com
http://www.libreetheureux.ca
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A Psycho-
Immunology 
Approach to 
Smoking Addiction

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

The quest for 
understanding the root 
cause of tobacco addiction

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS
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The team

Dr Mary Pellicer        Julien Roux       Ghita Ibnbrahim     Gaëtan Klein

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

Tobacco kills  
8 Million people  

each year

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS
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50% of regular smokers actually 
die from it

50% of them before age 65

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

• Tobacco contains over 250 
harmful toxins, some 
radioactives…

• Strong contributor to  
heart diseases, respiratory 
diseases, cancers, etc…

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS
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Tobacco addiction is the n°1 
avoidable cause of death and 
poor quality of health in most 

countries…
Smoking decreases life 

expectancy up to 14 years on 
average…

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

It is a BIG problem

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS
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In addition to the detrimental impact of tobacco on 
health, the total economic cost of smoking (from 

health expenditures and productivity losses 
together) are estimated to be around US$ 1.4 

trillion per year, equivalent in magnitude to 1.8% 
of the world's annual gross domestic product 

(GDP).

Source : who.int® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

So, why 
do 

people 
smoke ?
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Understanding what is the cause of the addiction 
depends on the paradigm, tools and model used to 
understand the psychology / biology of the addiction

The difficult search for the cause of smoking addiction

Psychological / Emotional  

Biology 

Sociological / Cultural 

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

Psychological ?

• Smokers smoke to relieve stress or cope with 
emotions (loneliness, frustration, anxiety, 

boredom, etc…)
• Smokers create an affective link to cigarettes 

« it is my friend » ; « I can always rely on it to 
help me »

• Many identify with « I am a smoker »
® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS
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Biological ?

• Smokers smoke because nicotine is 
addictive to the brain. But how ?

• The neurotransmitters models don’t make 
much sense (cf Jean-Pol Tassin)

• 10% of deaths are due to passive smoking

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

A critique of Nicotine Addiction

A thorough and careful review of the 
scientific literature concludes that 

« nicotine addiction » is not a good 
model to explain the addiction to 

smoking tobacco

Ex: most studies are made on mice, where 
nicotine is diluted in sugary water

Would smokers inject themselves nicotine 
directly ? No.

Nicotine patchs have a 15% success rate
® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS
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Socio-cultural ?

• Most smokers start to imitate peers & belong, or 
to rebel against authority

• But not all of them…
• Can be linked to cultural values (manliness, 

sophistication, independence…)

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

Socio-cultural, ethnical, or what ?

42%
27%

15%

14%

17% 25%

6%

Canada
USA
Panama
France
Greece
China
Australia

Source : wikipedia
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It is good to have an explanatory model

Psychological / Emotional  

Biology 

Sociological / Cultural 

Does it lead to practical applications that work ?

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

What is the best method to stop smoking
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Conclusion : neuro-biology 
hasn’t found the correct 

model and efficient 
solutions for smoking 

addiction yet.

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

Can Subcellular Psycho-Biology solve this ?
Neuro-biological problems originate from cellular problems

One Two

Tree Four

>

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS
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Psychological / Emotional  

Biology 

Sociological / Cultural } Sub-cellular psychobiology : 

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

Psychological / Emotional  

Biology 

Sociological / Cultural } Sub-cellular psychobiology : 

A couple of pathogens inside 
the primary cell manipulate the 

host and create addictive 
behaviors
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• The « Tobacco Fungus » : this fungus interacts with 
mitochondria and creates the craving & reward for 
tobacco 

• The « Addiction Amoeba » is a bacterial or ameboid 
organism that seem to drive the fungus activity

The pathogens of smoking addiction

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

The pathogens give off different toxins with positive 
feelings as rewards… 

& create a strong pressure for the host to obey felt as 
frustration or other negative feelings… 

« I do what I want with my body » / « I am free »
« Cigarettes are my friend » 
« I am addicted » « I need to find it now »

The psychobiological impact

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS
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A basic donkey - carrot - stick model

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

The pathogen lead the host to believe he/she is 
voluntarily choosing to do this. 

But you do not really have the choice… 

This model suggests all emotional & behavioral aspects 
(identification, habits, « lack of willpower », etc…) are 
secondary or post-rationalizations and will 
automatically set off if we can get rid of the pathogen…

The psychobiological impact

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS
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The mitochondria’s metabolism is disrupted  
 
Mitochondria are linked to the solar plexus, breathing, & 
energy production, explaining the craving for smoking 
specifically (breathing - inhalation only) 
 
Nicotine is a stimulant of the nervous system and 
mitochondria - very similar to caffeine 

• Overall, it looks like smoking is the pathogen’s behavior

The psychobiological impact

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS
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Original illustration  
by Lorenza Meneghini

Modified by Julien Roux
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• The « tobacco fungus » is enmeshed in the Primary Cell’s nuclear membrane. 
• It sends many small fungi to the mitochondria to apparently collect nutrients 

(is it before or after the mitochondria collects and transforms them?) 
• They looks like little ants creating a trail to the food source and bringing it 

back at their nest 
• The fungus has tubes that perforate the membrane (head pain) or goes 

through nuclear pores (suffocation, blocked metabolic pathways) and it feels 
like it is inhaling the smoke / the nutrients brought from the mitochondria

The fungus interaction with mitochondria

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

The fungus interaction with mitochondria

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

Original illustration  
by Lorenza Meneghini

Modified by Julien Roux
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Both pathogens 
are VERY 
addictive !

In worst cases, our organism would rather die than 
let go of them…

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

Psychological / Emotional  

Biology 

Sociological / Cultural }Sub-cellular psychobiology : 

A couple of pathogens inside 
the primary cell manipulate the 

host and create addictive 
behaviors

Explains all datas and gives a coherent unified model
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Can we derive a 
practical application 

from this that 
actually work ?
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Eliminate  
epigenetic  
damages 
related to the  
ameboid  
infection 
only

Immunity  
against 
both 
pathogens 
?

Negative 
results

Our preliminary results : 
[psycho-immunology approach] 

Test n°1
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Eliminate  
epigenetic  
damages 
related to the  
ameboid & 
fungal  
infection

Immunity  
against 
both 
pathogens
: 
Probable  
YES

In N=1  
Smoking 
addiction 
was greatly 
reduced but 
not 
eliminated 
yet

Our preliminary results : 
[psycho-immunology approach] 

Test n°2

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

Eliminate  
epigenetic  
damages 
related to the  
fungal  
infection 
only

Is 
eliminating 
the fungus 
only 
enough to 
erase the 
addiction?

Looking  
for new 
volunteers
…

Our preliminary results : 
[psycho-immunology approach] 

Test n°3
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In preliminary results, eliminating the copies only resulted 
in a significant decrease in the urge & pleasure to smoke

Testing hypothesis : would eliminate the pathogens make 
copies irrelevant and unnecessary to treat ?
Are copies always necessary to treat ?

Co-factor : copies

Copies can imitate the craving & behavior to smoke and seem to 
drive the friendliness of smoking in groups 

See the Subcellular Psychobiology Diagnostic Handbook page 119 

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

The fungus is present in most people, even non-
smokers, but then seems coated by some sort of 

protective barrier.  

That is probably our organism trying to counter the 
action of this pathogen and protect itself. 

Explain why some people can quit & restart several 
times 

Observation n°1

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS
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The Ameboa looks like tar 

Does eliminating it lead to a cleaning of tar in the lungs 
(lungs / heart resilience) ?

Observation n°2

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

The amoeba & fungus seem to be sensate substitutes 
for peak states 

Does eliminating them lead to peak states ? 

We haven’t explored these development events in 
depth yet (safety issues, not necessary to eliminate the 

addiction)

Observation n°3
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Does this work on all tobacco addictions (chewing, 
vaping, etc… ) ? 

What about other addictions (cannabis, sugar, alcohol, 
drugs, non-substances, etc..) ? 

Is the « nutrient collection » model enough to explain 
why the pathogens make people smoke ? 

Questions

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

Are the pathogens inherited from both the paternal & 
maternal lines, or only one of them ? 

It can have an impact on making the process faster, 
stable, safe & easier to do… 

Questions

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS
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Next steps
1. Testing within the institute for safety, efficiency, 

stability and easiness  

2. Beta-testing with smokers  

3. Clinical study  

4. Release to the general public
® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS

https://www.who.int/health-topics/tobacco 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prevalence_of_tobacco_use 

Nicotine action on mitochondria 
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10863-019-09800-z 

Smoking Tobacco & drinking coffee correlation 
https://academic.oup.com/ije/article/46/6/1958/4082629 

Jean-Pol Tassin on neuro-transmitters 
Behavioral and Noradrenergic Sensitizations in Vulnerable Traumatized Rats Suggest 
Common Bases with Substance Use Disorders.
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29754278/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/12145837/

Sources & References
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Thanks!
You can reach us at

gaetan@peakstates.com
contact@libreetheureux.ca

info@ghita.ca
DrMary@peakstates.com

Please visit www.peakstatesclinics.com for treatments

® 2021 - Gaëtan Klein - ISPS



“Interview with a treated Asperger’s client” 
By Lorenza Meneghini


April 4, 2021; 10:30 am PST


Abstract: 
	 Lorenza will interview Ritte Ellyton, an ISPS student, who had the markers that our 
process could resolve. This interview will explain how people may feel having this issue and 
how to recognise it even without a medical diagnosis for it, which issues our process 
addresses and the benefits one could have after completing it. 


About the Presenter: 
	 Lorenza is an Italian Australian therapist and has been 
part of the Institute since 2011 and is also part of the clinic 
staff. She has a background in EFT, Family Constellations and 
Mindfulness. She is the artist of many of the drawings of the 
most recents ISPS books. As an English teacher for kids and 
young adults with learning difficulties and dyslexia, she is 
finding creative and playful ways to address the causes of 
those difficulties. Her drive is to support people in their own 
journey to be better beings and to truly enjoy who we really are. 
Self development is her most favorite playground. Above all, 
she is a happy wife of an Argentinian boy, a cat lover and a 
self-taught gardener. 

	 Website link: www.lorenzameneghini.it


Affiliations:

	 Ms. Meneghini is a therapist certified by the Institute for the Study of Peak States.


Note: The full interview can be seen online on YouTube channel of the Institute for the Study of 
Peak States. 

http://www.lorenzameneghini.it
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Interview with a treated Asperger's client  
by Lorenza Meneghini  

This video is divided in two parts: the first one is a short introduction to our Asperger's process 
and the second is the interview of one of Lorenza’s client who received the treatment in April 
2020. 


The highlights of the interview are: 

• the process is completely drug free  

• our approach is not just managing the situation like reading clues on someone’s  
face, encouraging improving behavioural, social, and communication skills and so  
on  

• our process gets to the root cause of the issue  

• our process eliminates keys issues like feeling socially isolated, not socially  
connected, and the perception of being inside of a glass wall  

• the description of the different perceptions related to this glass wall phenomenon  

• in our model Asperger's is different then autism  

• a person doesn’t need to be diagnosed with Asperger’s to benefit from this  
treatment  

• people who receive the treatment deeply benefit from it and the results in their lives  
are surprising  

This treatment only addresses the social part of the syndrome.

 
The criteria are classified under the qualitative impairment in social interaction such as:  

• marked impairments in the use of multiple non verbal behaviours such as eye contact, 
facial expression, body postures, and gestures to regulate social interaction  

• failure to develop peer relationships appropriate to developmental level  
  

• a lack of spontaneous seeking to share enjoyment, interests, or achievements with  
  
other people  
  

• lack of social or emotional reciprocity.  

The process consists of regressing to a developmental event happening before birth, on both 
our female and male side, each one treated separately. 
 
The therapist guides the client to one of the sides, then helps the person healing the different 
types of trauma that arrise from listening to the specific Gaia music and repeating the Gaia 
command for this event.  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We use our techniques to get to a full healing of this event on both sides. 

 
Ritte Ellyton, the client who received the treatment, explains her past having Aspergers without 
being diagnosed by anyone, her path to awareness until the process and the results she had.  
There is also a brief video of her results when she finished the process, with the great feelings 
she had as the results of her healed self.  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“Lyme disease research and case studies” 
By Shayne McKenzie, CEO of the ISPS


April 4, 2021; 11:00am PST


Abstract: 
	 While it is believed that the Lyme disease bacteria has existed for 60,000, it was only 45 
years ago that the disease was described in Lyme, Connecticut.  Sufferers of Lyme disease 
experience symptoms such as chronic joint pain and inflammation, fatigue, and brain fog.  
Antibiotics are the common treatment but this is not always effective.  The Institute for the 
Study of Peak States has been researching a potential treatment for Lyme disease for over 4 
years.  During that time, 5 different treatments have been tested based on the most recent 
research framework we had at that time.  This has resulted in a treatment that appears to be 
safe, effective, permanent and efficient.  Several case studies will be presented to demonstrate 
the changes that have resulted with clients who have suffered from Lyme disease symptoms.


About the Presenter: 
	 Shayne McKenzie is the CEO, Clinic Director and 
Certified Trainer for the Institute for the Study of Peak States.  
He was trained by the Institute in 2008.  He has helped clients 
permanently eliminate issues such as Lyme disease, Aspergers 
Syndrome, depression, chronic pain, traumatic brain injury 
symptoms, relationship issues and emotional upsets. His 
research interests include type 1 diabetes, autism and the 
Beauty Way and Optimal Relationship peak states.

	 Website: https://www.peakstatesclinics.com/lyme.html


Affiliations: 
	 Shayne McKenzie is the CEO of the Institute for the 
Study of Peak States.


https://www.peakstatesclinics.com/lyme.html
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Lyme disease research 
and case studies

Copyright © 2021 by Shayne McKenzie

Agenda
▪ History and cause of Lyme disease

▪ Lyme symptoms

▪ ISPS research history to develop a treatment

▪ Case studies
▪ Q & A
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History and cause of Lyme disease  
• Lyme disease is believed to exist for thousands of years

• In 1970s, children and adults in Lyme, Connecticut were suffering 
symptoms such as swollen knees, skin rashes, headaches and severe 
chronic fatigue with an unknown cause

• In 1981, Dr Willy Burgdorfer identified a bacterium called a spirochete that 
was carried by deer ticks was causing Lyme disease

• In 1982, the bacteria was named after him - borrelia burgdorferi
• Lyme disease has been identified in 80 countries
• Scientists estimate that 2 million people suffer from Lyme disease

Sources: Bay Area Lyme Foundation and Global Lyme Alliance

Copyright © 2021 by Shayne McKenzie

Chronic Lyme disease symptoms

Fatigue Pain/ 
inflammation Sleep issues

Cognitive Other

Source: Johnson L, Wilcox S, Mankoff J, Stricker RB. 2014. Severity of chronic Lyme disease compared to other chronic conditions: a quality of life survey.
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Chronic Lyme disease patients report higher levels of 
fair or poor health than other chronic diseases
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Survey respondents reporting fair or poor health compared to 
the general population and patients with other chronic diseases

Source: Johnson L, Wilcox S, Mankoff J, Stricker RB. 2014. Severity of chronic Lyme disease compared to other chronic conditions: a quality of life survey.
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ISPS research history - 5 different approaches
• Oct 2016: 1st approach - regression - discover that spirochetes give of an addictive 

black liquid - similar feeling to a black liquid on a fungal infection on the sperm (difficult 
to complete)

• Nov 2017: 2nd approach - damage to sperm body consciousness - client pulls in the 
pathogen to compensate for the damage (difficult to complete)

• Feb 2018: 3rd approach - repairing damage using a projection technique (immediate 
relief from symptoms but not stable)

• May 2020: 4th approach - using psycho-immunology on toxin characteristics (stable 
symptom relief but not eliminating the pathogen)

• March 2021: 5th (and current) approach - using psycho-immunology on bacteria 
characteristics with other pathogen characteristics (appears to be a stable solution that 
provides symptom relief and eliminates the bacteria causing Lyme disease)
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Dean

Case study 1
• 50yo male
• Research client for versions 3, 4 and 5
• Lives in Canada 
• No formal diagnosis of Lyme disease but had key 

symptoms that matched a Lyme disease 
diagnosis

• Had Lyme disease symptoms for several years
• Spent time in locations known for having ticks
• Also had the primary cell markers that our 

research team were monitoring for Lyme disease

Copyright © 2021 by Shayne McKenzie

Dean’s Lyme disease symptoms before treatment

Crushing fatigue

Arthritic pain in 
neck, right 

shoulder and left 
knee

Brain fog 
(difficulty 
thinking)
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Dean’s Lyme disease symptoms after treatment 
(version 4)

Regular fatigue 
from a busy day

No arthritic pain 
(immediately 

disappeared during 
the process)

Mild cognitive 
tiredness after a 

long day

SUDS rating 8 -> 0-1

Copyright © 2021 by Shayne McKenzie

Kathia

Case study 2
• 34yo female
• Lives in Canada 
• Bitten by ticks when 15-16yo
• Family doctor didn’t believe in Lyme disease 

(thought it was all in her head)
• No formal diagnosis of Lyme disease but had key 

symptoms that matched a Lyme disease 
diagnosis since the tick bites - got a scan for 
Lyme disease but moved cities before getting the 
results

• Also had the primary cell markers that our 
research team were monitoring for Lyme disease
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Kathia’s Lyme disease symptoms before treatment

Crashed 
energetically at 

end of day

Didn’t wake up 
refreshed

Couldn’t 
concentrate, 

trouble reading
Light sensitivity

Copyright © 2021 by Shayne McKenzie

Kathia’s Lyme disease symptoms after treatment 
(version 4)

Energy has 
improved. In a 
better mood.

Improving - some 
good night’s 

sleep

Fewer issues 
with memory 

recall and mental 
focus

Energy rating 4 -> 6-9
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Case study 3
• 27yo male
• Lives in Canada 
• Onset of Lyme symptoms over 10 years ago
• Diagnosed with Lyme disease in 2010
• Received treatment and many symptoms improved but still had some symptoms
• Also had the primary cell markers that our research team were monitoring for 

Lyme disease

Copyright © 2021 by Shayne McKenzie

Case study 3: Lyme disease symptoms before and after 
treatment

Muscle and 
tendon pain

Flexibility issues 
in his right hip, 
hamstrings and 

shoulders

pain (average) 7 -> 4
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Nathalie

Case study 4
• 56yo woman
• Lives in Switzerland 
• Onset of Lyme disease symptoms in 2009/10 

after tick bites
• No formal diagnosis of Lyme disease (was 

diagnosed as burnt out) but had key symptoms 
that matched a Lyme disease diagnosis since the 
tick bites

• Also had the primary cell markers that our 
research team were monitoring for Lyme disease

Copyright © 2021 by Shayne McKenzie

Nathalie’s Lyme disease symptoms

Very tired all of 
the time.  

Lack of energy

Waking up during 
the night

Memory gaps.
Difficult to 

concentrate

Feels hot (but not 
a fever)
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Nathalie’s Lyme disease symptoms

Tired at times but 
it doesn’t last.

Sleeping until 
6am

Can concentrate 
for longer (not to 

normal yet)

Doing physical 
work outside - 

not able to 
previously

Copyright © 2021 by Shayne McKenzie

Early results from latest research process look great!
▪ Dean

▪ “feel more flexibility in the areas in my body that I often felt pain in the past”

▪ Kathia

▪ had arthritic symptoms in knees and elbows (and a bit in wrists and fingers)

▪ inflammation reduced by more than 75% in first session - right knee felt really good, a little bit of inflammation 
remaining in left knee and elbows (but they improved) 

▪ Case study 3

▪ no visible joint inflammation to start with

▪ flexibility only improved a little

▪ Nathalie

▪ had inflammation for many years - 95% reduction in inflammation after the first session (even after working all day with 
her hands)
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Next steps
▪ Refine the latest psycho-immunology process based on recent findings in our psycho-

immunology model (may only require healing generational traumas)

▪ Further testing for safety and efficacy

▪ Hope to release as a revised clinic process later this year
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“Catastrophe and paradox as milestones in research” 
Presenter: Michael St. John 

April 4, 2021; 11:30am PST


Abstract: 
	 A candid look at the conceptual challenges that arise when research bumps or crashes 
into the limits of current understanding, and how to overcome those challenges instead of 
desperately defending established dogma. Historic and current examples outside and within 
biology, along with a few aphorisms are used to illustrate what can happen, and to stimulate a 
deeper understanding. 


About the Presenter: 
Michael first got acquainted with the Institute's work in August 
of 2004, completed the Trauma Therapist training in 2020, and 
is working toward certification. While his formal background is 
in the physical sciences and engineering, he's taken in 
informally much of the life and psycho-social sciences, and has 
studied the history of science. For the past 4 years he has 
offered his services by word of mouth advertising on a pay for 
results basis to those who can afford to pay. So far, he has 
seen about a 90% success rate since incorporating ISPS and 
similar techniques.

Website: 


Affiliations:  
	 None given.
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Paradox and Catastrophe as 
Millstones in Research 

Paradox and Catastrophe as 
Milestones in Research 

and how they arise as system 
boundary problems 

Michael St. John 

2nd International Psycho-immunology & Psychobiology Research Symposium 
Hornby Island, BC, Canada 

April 3 & 4, 2021 
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The purpose of research is 
to figure out 

one Damned Thing 
after another. 

 

3 © 2021 Michael St. John 

Belief is everything 
Belief is irrelevant 

Paradox rules 

4 © 2021 Michael St. John 
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As you believe in your heart, 
so it shall be unto you. 

–Jesus of the Christian New Testament 
 

The most important question 
we can answer is 

whether the universe is friendly. 
–Albert Einstein 

 

5 © 2021 Michael St. John 

The self-reflexive universe and 
cell membrane receptors 

– the difference between hell and 
paradise. 

 
Every living thing is always answering 
the question of whether its universe is 

friendly. 

6 © 2021 Michael St. John 
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You can ignore reality, 
but you can’t ignore 

the consequences 
of ignoring reality 

7 © 2021 Michael St. John 

From the Darwin Awards 

E. Frenkel of Russia believed he had 
the psychic power to stop moving 
vehicles. 
 
He tested this belief by standing in 
front of an oncoming train – it didn’t 
stop. 
 

8 © 2021 Michael St. John 
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Belief is everything 
Belief is irrelevant 

Paradox rules 

9 © 2021 Michael St. John 

Framing paradox and catastrophe 
as system boundary problems. 

 
What is and is not: relevant, 
possible, likely, important. 

 
The metaphor of “laws” in science 

10 © 2021 Michael St. John 
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Better to speak of 
“articulated  principles” 

 
 

It reminds us that we 
created the articulation 

11 © 2021 Michael St. John 

The concept of “settled 
science” necessarily implies 

cognitive closure. 

If it’s science, 
it isn’t settled;  

and 
if it’s settled, 

it isn’t 
science. 

12 © 2021 Michael St. John 
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The Two Primary Causes of Paradox and Their Resolution 
 
 

What we are absolutely certain about that just isn’t so. 
 
 

What we don’t know that we don’t know. 

13 © 2021 Michael St. John 

Example: 
The paleobiogeography of the 
Pacific Basin calls for a closure of 
the basin at the time of Pangea 

14 © 2021 Michael St. John 
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“The trans-Pacific zipper effect: disjunct sister 
taxa and matching geological outlines that link 
the Pacific margins”, Dennis McCarthy, 2003 
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1046
/j.1365-2699.2003.00929.x 

15 © 2021 Michael St. John 

“Quantification of an Archaean to Recent Earth 
Expansion Process Using Global Geological and 
Geophysical Data Sets” 
doctoral thesis of James Maxlow, 2001 
https://espace.curtin.edu.au/handle/20.500.11937/2423 
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/195633124.pdf 

16 © 2021 Michael St. John 
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Plate Tectonics: A Paradigm Under Threat 
David Pratt, 2000 
http://davidpratt.info/tecto.htm 

17 © 2021 Michael St. John 

The idea of an expanding Earth has been around since at least 
1888, and possibly longer. A Russian scientist, I. O. Yarkovskii, 
is now credited with the first publication suggesting the idea. 

Samuel Warren Carey included the idea 
of earth expansion in his doctoral 
dissertation at the University of Sydney 
in 1938, but removed it at the last minute 
after realizing it would cost him his 
doctorate. 

18 © 2021 Michael St. John 
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To accommodate an expanding 
earth, not only would geology and 
geophysics have to be rewritten 
from the bottom up, 
 
so also would physics, cosmology 
and astrophysics, and several 
other disciplines such as 
paleoclimatology and 
paleontology. 

19 © 2021 Michael St. John 

Terra-Catastrophe 

20 © 2021 Michael St. John 
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21 © 2021 Michael St. John 
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Nuggets of wisdom from The Programmers’ Stone. 
https://www.datapacrat.com/Opinion/Reciprocality/r0/index.html 

Alan Carter, 1999 

23 © 2021 Michael St. John 

Packing 
 

and 
 

Mapping 
24 © 2021 Michael St. John 
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Relevance to evolutionary 
theory and immunology. 

 
Barbara McClintock 1932 

 
John Cairnes 1981 

 
James Shapiro 2002 

 

25 © 2021 Michael St. John 

Standard Neo-Darwinian theory relies 
on a Packing style of evolutionary 
change and cannot adequately explain 
the findings of McClintock, Cairnes, 
Shapiro and others. 

26 © 2021 Michael St. John 
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The emerging theory of evolution relies 
on a Mapping style of evolutionary 
change and can robustly explain the 
emerging and mounting evidence in 
support of adaptive mutation. 

27 © 2021 Michael St. John 

Examples from ISPS research 

28 © 2021 Michael St. John 
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The Primary Cell 

29 © 2021 Michael St. John 

© 2021 Michael St. John 30 

Some people can directly visualize the interior of the Primary Cell, 
however, they usually don’t know what they are looking at. 
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Cellular Parasites 

31 © 2021 Michael St. John 

The Column of Self 
as a Fungal Structure 

32 © 2021 Michael St. John 
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© 2021 Michael St. John 33 

How some people experience the Column of Self. 
There is currently no known correspondence in 
conventional cellular biology. 

Belief is everything 
Belief is irrelevant 

Paradox rules 

34 © 2021 Michael St. John 

And remember to say your 
prayers to St. Murphy! 

The patron saint of everything 
that could possibly go wrong. 
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Contact: 
 

Michael St. John 
 

barefoot.counseling4u@gmail.com 



A presenters roundtable with public questions 
April 4, 2021; 12:00-1:00pm PST


Participants:  
	 All presenters (moderated by Shayne McKenzie)


Description:  
	 We will be using the zoom room to chat about our work and any questions we had for 
each other. Hopefully much of our time will be spent answering questions from the audience.

	 Website: www.PeakStates.com


Note: This fascinating talk was not transcribed, but can be seen on the Institute for the Study of 
Peak States’ YouTube channel.

http://www.PeakStates.com
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